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VISTAS IS STILL SEARCHING – FOR WHAT? READ AHEAD TO FIND OUT!

C

urrently we have two volunteer editors who produce
VISTAS each month: Christine Inrig and John Wambombo.
Unfortunately, both will be finished working with VISTAS after
the June 2019 issue goes to press. No problem, you say? Well
just imagine receiving the September issue and having 32 blank
pages…maybe you could touch it with a magic wand to see all of
the community news!
We’re currently looking for two people, a Contents Editor and
a Layout Editor. The Contents Editor’s job can be divided up
to lessen the amount of work for her or him. For instance, just
recently we welcomed Kim Darling as our Schools and Places of
Worship Editor. Other parts of the job could be divided up also
– such as: receiving and dealing with E-mails; reporters to cover
municipal issues and community events, etc. These decisions and
opportunities for change can be discussed when our new staff is
in place. John Wambombo will help the Layouts Editor get up to
speed with the InDesign software used to produce the paper. We
will need a new person to take over the “Bookworm’s Delight”
column as Judith Evans will also be finished her work at the end
of June.
The other behind the scenes VISTAS support folks are people
such as Ernie McArthur (Distribution), Jim Doherty (Ads), and
Catherine Fyfe (Business Manager). We also have Courtney
Tower who interviews local people for the Our People column.
Courtney was the husband of the late Celine Tower, the VISTAS
editor for many years. These people are invaluable because of the
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work they do and the encouragement and
support they offer to the editors.
Can you see yourself as part of the
VISTAS team? It’s a great opportunity
to offer your time and talent to the Alta
Vista/Canterbury community. Let’s keep this vital paper going
for another 38 years! Please offer your help so that VISTAS can
continue through the years ahead. (Contact: Editor@vistas-news.
ca or call Ernie McArthur at 613-521-4658.)

Are You Pursuing Studies in
Writing, Journalism or Communications
in the Fall of 2019?
The CELINE TOWER Grant may help you on your way!
VISTAS is offering The Celine Tower Grant in the amount of $1,000
(Cdn) to honour the memory of our long-time editor, Celine Tower.
Students pursuing further studies in Writing, Journalism or
Communications, and who have a connection to the Alta Vista/
Canterbury/Elmvale Acres community, are invited to apply. The
application form and process can be found at vistas-news.ca.
Applications are due no later than May 31, 2019. Applicants may
be contacted for an interview and, if successful, notified by June 30,
2019.
Go online to vistas-news.ca to find the application forms to fill
out. There is a link to the forms within the red box entitled Attention
high school seniors.
Don’t overlook the opportunity to apply for the Celine Tower
Grant. Writers are the creative artists of the future. We wish you the
best of luck!
Find this tulip. Somewhere in this May edition of VISTAS
is hidden this little tulip. Can you find it? Don’t forget the
Tulip Festival Friday, May 10th, to Monday, May 20th.
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Editorial Musings
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If you don’t live your life, then who will? – Rihanna

MAY
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VISTAS Vision

he VISTAS community newspaper is in its fourth decade of production. We aim to provide interesting articles about your friends,
neighbours, activities available in the community, and items of concern to the Alta Vista area. We encourage involvement and discussion
from our readers and look forward to reading your emails, letters and
submitted articles. Your VISTAS team will do its utmost to continue
to provide a quality newspaper which will be an enjoyable read for
your home.

Philanthropy or Publicity? The Corporate Branding
of Notre Dame de Paris.
(Thanks to our guest editorial writer, E.R.)
here was a devastating fire in Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris, on April
15th. In the days that followed, French people and international
citizens alike mourned and lamented the loss, speaking of that historic
and imposing edifice as though it were a cherished relative or perhaps
a much-loved celebrity. While everyone who had ever visited the place
littered the pages of social media with portraits and selfies featuring
Notre Dame in its imposing glory, the pledges of help from colossal
multinational corporations began (not-so-silently) rolling in. Within
hours, companies such as Gucci, Louis Vuitton, L’Oréal, and Apple all
had their names front and centre among those who rushed to publicly
donate small fortunes to the repair of the cathedral.

T

For the most part, these companies were painted as heroic champions
of the UNESCO World Heritage Site and were lauded for their
contributions. Still, it is hard not to be skeptical – or perhaps realistic
– about their motives. In a moment when the whole world is watching
and many are hoping for salvation, their brands have come forward with
promises of deliverance, creating strong emotional ties between those
moved by the fire and the companies bringing them hope. On one hand,
these corporations cannot be faulted for targeting their discretionary
philanthropic funds at a project garnering worldwide attention and
support from the masses – it really is a “win-win” situation from a
marketing perspective. But on the other hand, it is hard to accept that
so many (arguably) more urgent and important causes remain desperate
for funding.
The French people have never been quiet about perceived injustices,
and they are quick to take to the streets to express their dissatisfaction to
their government. Some may be bolstered by Emmanuel Macron’s (very
optimistic) declaration that Notre Dame will be rebuilt within five years,
but there are already reports of a mounting frustration amongst French
citizens who are watching their government’s expeditious response and
wondering why that same fervor cannot be directed towards addressing
France’s growing socioeconomic inequalities. Of course, the issues
facing France are complex and cannot be treated in the same way as
the simple reconstruction of a building. Still, it feels like it will only
be a matter of time before the protests over the reconstruction begin in
earnest.
Then there are the many humanitarian crises playing out across the
globe that are perpetually in need of aid. How far would multiple
donations of hundreds of millions of dollars go towards combating food
insecurity in countries ravaged by war or extreme weather? Or towards
promoting entrepreneurship and economic growth in impoverished
developing countries? The issue here is not that corporate philanthropy
is contributing to the rebuilding of an iconic cathedral, but that the
seemingly bottomless well of money available for charitable donations
tends to dry up when less flashy causes are in need. After all, why help
improve life for millions of people when there’s no guarantee your
company will profit from it? Perhaps that is a bit too cynical, but the
point is that there is no shortage of money in this world; we simply
have a distribution problem. And for those hit hardest by that ongoing
economic inequity, regardless of where they live in the world, it must be
disheartening to watch the coffers open so freely for projects that, while
worthwhile in a cultural sense, do nothing to improve quality of life for
those who are truly suffering.
But perhaps they, too, will find renewed faith in the rebuilding of the
historic monolith that is Notre Dame de Paris.
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Planting Seeds of Purpose

By Jennifer Moir
(Jennifer Moir is an Elder Planning Counselor, Certified Relocation
and Transition Specialist, and owner of Ottawa based Age Well
Solutions. Questions or comments about this article can be emailed
to info@agewellsolutions.ca or call 613.277.6449. Visit www.
agewellsolutions.ca for more information.)

A

feeling of renewal is in the air after a long, long, long winter and for
many there is an undeniable sense of purpose in the air. Cleaning out
gardens, preparing balcony planters, sweeping garages and walkways
can fill a day quickly. These tasks bring welcomed focus and motivation.
Having a sense of daily purpose and motivation is closely linked to
overall wellness measures and sense of self worth. It is the spark that
ignites our internal engines, gets us physically and mentally moving, and
reminds us of our abilities and value. The importance of daily purpose
and motivation is particularly crucial for older adults, yet can be more
difficult to find if they are no longer working or have somewhere to
channel their experience and expertise.
Following are some suggestions to help you plant some seeds of
purpose this Spring.
Volunteer: Opportunities abound to volunteer on either short-term
or long-term basis. Volunteering introduces you to new people, can
challenge you to grow personally, and affords you a sense of pride and
satisfaction knowing you have helped others in a meaningful way. Look
for volunteer opportunities through your place of worship, health care
organizations or associations, or local service clubs.
Buddy up: Connect with one or more friends and agree to do
something together on a regular basis. You may meet for coffee and
discussion, help each other complete a task you have been putting off,
attend an exercise or art class together, or cook together and share the
fare. Friends supporting friends is a wonderful purpose to have.
Learn something new: You are never too old to learn something new!
There are many courses and programs designed especially for older
adults, or are older adult friendly. Registering for a course is an excellent
and engaging commitment. Examples include Carleton University’s
Learning in Retirement series, talks at Archives Canada or the National
Art Gallery, and any of the City of Ottawa Seniors’ Recreational Centres
offer a variety of interesting programs.
Join a club: Many people find connection, purpose and intellectual
stimulation in joining a club. Think of walking, gardening, book or
travel clubs. Club membership means they are counting on, and looking
forward to seeing, you.
Support a cause: Many of us have been forever touched by, or
witnessed a situation that has given us the desire to make a change or
support a movement. Choosing to support a cause can not only give you
a great sense of purpose, but leave you with a sense of legacy for the
difference your efforts have made.
This spring, think about planting some seeds of purpose for yourself.
The beautiful thing about this effort is that the benefits will endure well
beyond any seasonal change.
Plant Some Seeds of Purpose with Us! Walk for Dementia.
Join us and your community on Saturday, May 11th for the Walk
for Dementia. The walk is a fun opportunity to “Support. Connect.
Remember.” over a 1 or 2 km route. The event takes place at Tunney’s
Pasture with the goal of raising awareness and funds in support of
those touched by or living with dementia. More details at www.
walkfordementia.ca. All are welcome! Come walk with us.

Free Meditation Classes at the
Buddhist Temple, 1481 Heron Rd.

By Bhante J.
e kindly invite our neighbours to join us in a peaceful meditation
practice at our Buddhist Centre. Irrespective of religious
differences, meditation is the path to peace and happiness. One who
knows how to be mindful – about the body and mind – is able to feel
joy here and now.
We offer meditation sessions on a weekly basis; they are guided
meditations and open to all. Out of many meditation techniques, we
practice two meditations: 1) meditation on breath and 2) meditation
on loving kindness. Each session is one hour. No need to bring your
meditation cushion or Yoga mat - we provide them.
Weekly Meditation Schedule
• Each Monday guided meditation from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
• Each Tuesday guided meditation from 12 noon to 1:00 p.m.
• Each Thursday guided meditation from 12 noon to 1:00 p.m.
There is a short talk and Q & A session after one-hour meditation on
Mondays for 30 minutes, to share the knowledge of meditation.

W

Wishing all living being peace and happiness.
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I am taken from a mine and shut up in a wooden case, from which I
am never released, and yet I am used by almost everybody. What am I?
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Thank you to our distributors for contributing to our community in
this way. Your help makes VISTAS possible.
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VISTAS Delivery Date

June Issue
September Issue

May 31, 2019
August 30, 2019
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For Your Information

or Your Information as co-editors of VISTAS, June 2019 will be our
final edition. John and I have pencilled in other adventures for our
future. Thank you for all your support! VISTAS is a vital paper and needs
staffing. We need you to offer to fill the vacant positions. Won’t you step up?

Chris Inrig and John Wambombo

A deck of cards.
What kind of stones are never found in the ocean?
Stones that are dry.
Why is the sun so bright?

Your voice – you can hear it, but you can’t see it!
A house has four walls. All the walls are facing south, and a bear is
circling the house. What colour is the bear?
The house is on the North Pole, so the bear is white!

44

Please
Recycle!
Tell me and I
forget. Teach
me and I
remember.
Involve me
and I learn.
– Benjamin
Franklin
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Remembering
Influential Women

n May 12th, let’s remember those women who were and
are influential in our lives. Our aunts, friends, children,
mothers, sisters, etc. Those wonderful
women full of courage, strength, and helpful
words. Those women who have walked with
us in our dark times and have celebrated our
victories. Those women who have allowed us
to know them – to be their friends and touch
their light. Those women who have enriched
our lives in so many ways. Let’s remember
and celebrate them.

VISTAS Volunteer Carriers
Needed
For West of Haig
• Alta Vista (Randall to Heron,
both sides), 34 papers

• Juno, 38 papers

• Anoka, 34 papers

• Lynda Lane & Oxbow, 19
papers

• Billings (Fairbanks to Alta
Vista, 34 papers
• Bloor, Penhill, Crestwood, 56
papers
• Chomley, 40 papers
• Edge Hill, 58 papers
• Florida, Atwater, 40 papers

• Lorraine & Palm, 50 papers

• Norway, 22 papers
• Pleasant Park (Lynda Lane to
Garden Plots), 25 papers
• Portland, 24 papers
• Wesmar (west of Alta Vista),
22 papers

• Grasmere, 39 papers

For East of Haig

Victoria Day

F

By Kim Darling

or many, May 20, 2019 will simply
mark the first long weekend of
summer but have you ever wondered
why we celebrate Victoria Day?
Queen Victoria, the much beloved
monarch who reigned over Britain
for almost 64 years, was born on May
24, 1819. In honour of her birthday,
both Canada and Scotland celebrated
with parades, picnics, fireworks
and cannon salutes. The Canadian
government declared the day a
national holiday in 1845 but it was
officially named “Victoria Day” in
1901 after Queen Victoria’s death. In
1952, the Canadian government decided that Victoria Day would be
observed on a Monday - either May 24 or the Monday immediately
prior. This year will mark Queen Victoria’s 200th birthday! Victoria
Day is celebrated in every province, although in Quebec the holiday
is called Journée nationale des patriotes.

Adams
Arch
Audrey
Avenue N
Avenue P

Crane
Cross
Dakota
Dauphin
Devon

Goren
Haig
Halifax
Halstead
Hamlet

Avenue Q

Dickens

Harding

Avenue R

Dorval

Hastings

Avenue S
Avenue T
Avenue U

Drew
Dunelm
Dwellingham

Heaton
Howland
Hutton

Balharrie
Bingham
Blackstone

Dwight
Edgecombe
Edmond

Joliffe
Keats
Magnus

Botsford
Botsford South
Browning
Canterbury
(Kilborn to
Halifax)
Carnegie
Caverley
Chadburn
Chapman
Chaucer
Circle
Connery

Elderfield
Ellen
Elsett
Emslie

Martha
Maywood
Melford
Monteith

Erinbrook
Fairdale
Fleming
Foley
Folkstone
Furby
Gill

Naples
Nerta
Olympia
Orchid
Othello
Plesser
Portage

Cornish

Glendevon

Pullen

Raglan
Russell
Samuel
Sandra
Saunderson
(Halifax to
Pleasant Park)
Saunderson
(Pleasant Park to
Smyth)
Saunderson
(Smyth to
Halstead)
Shamir
Shelley
Smyth (Dauphin
to Russell)
Sonata
Southvale
St Laurent
(Walkley to
Russell)
Susan
Tawney
Tupper
Urbandale
Valley
Weston
Weyburn
Wingate

Sometimes it’s the journey that teaches you a lot about your
destination – Drake
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VINCENT MASSEY PUBLIC SCHOOL
Entrepreneurial Adventure

I

By Andra Wilson, Grade 5 student (in consultation with Anousha
Appanah and Kim Shiau)

am a student at Vincent Massey Public School and our class is doing
a big project called the Entrepreneurial Adventure. Our project is
sponsored by Learning Partnership Entrepreneurial Adventure, an
association which tries to inspire kids to explore new activities and get
business experience.
The Entrepreneurial Adventure is a project designed to help kids
learn, try new things, have fun, and donate money to a cause they would
like to support. Our cause is the David Suzuki Foundation, which is
dedicated to helping the environment and the earth.
We work to get money, which we – at the end – give to the organization.
We are working with another class and making products like origami,
cards, drawings, stress toys, etc. We will be selling them at a school fair
we organized called Spring Extravaganza.
This is important to us because we know that climate change has a
large impact on the earth.

Climate Change/Global Warming
By Andra Wilson, Grade 5 student (in consultation with Anousha
Appanah and Kim Shiau)
There is a catastrophe affecting the earth and it’s scary. I’m scared
because I know that if we don’t change it, the human race will eventually
die. Even though changes have been happening forever, this time it’s
different because the changes are happening fast, really fast. Before,
natural changes – meteors, volcanoes and ice melting – would be the
cause, now it’s humans.
This catastrophe is called Climate Change or Global Warming.
People in Beijing have to wear masks to go outside because of the
pollution.
Arctic ice is melting, sea levels are rising and causing floods.
Animals which live in the Antarctic are becoming extinct as the
temperatures rise.
David Suzuki’s research has shown: wildlife populations have declined
globally by an average of 58 per cent since 1970 and are projected to
reach 67 per cent by 2020; marine species have declined by 39 per cent;
freshwater species have declined by 76 per cent; and terrestrial species
have declined by 39 per cent.
So many global problems, we need EVERYONE’S HELP. Our school
suggests lots of good ideas about how we can help. There are websites,
books, speakers and many other sources for addressing the issues.
Please try to find ideas of what you can do – every small action makes
a large impact.

CHARLES H. HULSE PUBLIC SCHOOL
Submitted by Shannon Topham, Teacher
We are Grade 3 students at Charles H. Hulse Public School. We are in
a sewing club every Friday at first recess. We work with felt and sew by
hand. One student sewed a purple and blue cat and is now working on a
red and pink dolphin. Another student sewed a heart, a baby bottle, and
is now sewing a unicorn horn and ears. “I’m almost done my dolphin,”
said one, “They are mostly my favourite animals.” Our teachers help us
thread needles and cut out the shapes. Some students are learning to cut
the shapes themselves. We enjoy sewing club and learning how to sew
because it keeps us calm and it is fun.

Report from the Parks and Greenspace
Committee of the Alta Vista
Community Association
(The Parks and Greenspace Committee (PGSC) of the Alta Vista
Community Association has been working on a number of issues this
season relating to the Eastern Corridor which stretches from Heron
Road to Smyth Road.)
1. Re-naming the Heron Corridor to Reflect the Concept of the Living
Memorial:

In 1945, the MacKenzie King
government
asked
Jacques
Gréber, a French urban planner,
to develop a plan for the layout
of the Capital, on both sides of
the river, that would be a living
memorial to those who had died
in the Second World War.
This
unique
concept
of dedication is not well
remembered. We believe that
the National Capital is renowned
for its natural beauty, and a unique feature of the region is the amount
of green space woven through the urban area. These green spaces are
extensively used and whole-heartedly enjoyed by the residents and
visitors of the Capital.
We owe a debt to those brave Canadians who lost their lives in the
Second World War and we would like to record this history in a public
way in a public space.
The PGSC is holding a competition to choose a new name for the
Heron Corridor. The corridor stretches from the north edge of the
Federal Study Centre on Heron Road up to Kilborn Avenue. Orlando
Park will maintain its current name.
The competition will be open to everyone. Proposals for the new
name must reflect an important event, program, battle or hero from
World War II and must include a brief explanation of the reason for the
recommendation.
Planning and Organization has begun. The competition will be
announced on April 16th.
The Heron Corridor renaming website is www.renameheroncorridor.
com. Please check the website for all the important competition details
and dates. The competition deadline is October 15th and the winning
submission and submitter will be announced on November 6th.
2. Tree Planting on May 11th, 2019

Councillor Jean Cloutier has organized a tree planting for Saturday,
May 11th, at 9:00 a.m. on the Heron Corridor greenspace. Access is at
the Grace Street entrance of the greenspace. He has asked that you call
his office at 613-580-2488 to register.
3. Park Spring Clean-up Sunday May 5th Beginning at 9:30 a.m.

Our community loves its greenspaces and has participated in the park
clean-up for approximately 25 years. Be part of the Grasshoppers
Clean-up Team this year. It is set for Sunday May 5th; meet at the top
of Grasshopper Hill at 9:30 a.m. Plastic garbage bags and gloves will
be provided.
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FAMILY MATTERS
Youth and Alcohol
By Steven Smith, RP, CCAC
(Steven Smith is a Psychotherapist and counsellor for Serenity Renewal for
Families, an Alta Vista Charity that assists individuals and families affected
by addiction and other impactful issues. For more information or to donate
to families needing help, call (613) 523-5143 or visit serenityrenewal.ca)

I

am a therapist specializing in helping people and their family members
heal from the devastating effects of addiction. Drug use is top of
mind these days, with the legalization of cannabis and the increasing
number of opioid-related deaths across the country. Conversely, alcohol
flies under the radar and is often minimized by a large part of society,
when compared to other mind-altering substances. However, make
no mistake, alcohol – the socially accepted, often encouraged and
romanticized substance that is readily available – is still far and away
the most commonly used addictive substance and the reason so many
lives are ruined and families are torn apart.
It’s interesting, when I tell someone what I do for a living, they often
assume that I would take a negative stance toward drugs but they rarely
assume I would have an unfavourable view of alcohol. The truth be
told, I don’t have an aversion to mind-altering substances per se, but I
am strongly empathetic and compassionate toward substance misuse,
abuse and dependence, along with the consequences that cause so much
damage, heartache and pain to individuals and their families.
Of all substances, alcohol is
extremely harmful to the human
body and the most dangerous
substance to withdraw from – due
in part to the very real concern of
seizures. Withdrawing from other
substances, such as opiates, can
be a terrible psychological and
physical experience and you may
very well think you are going to die,
but medically they are not as problematic to withdraw from as alcohol.
A recent study revealed 70% of Canadian youth report drinking
alcohol. The average age of Canadian youth to first consume alcohol
is 16 years old. The cautionary information below is provided by the
Canadian Centre on Substance abuse:
There is evidence that drinking alcohol can harm physical and mental
development, particularly in adolescence and early adulthood, although
certain patterns of use are riskier than others. For this reason, it is
recommended that youth delay drinking alcohol for as long as possible,
at least until the legal drinking age. If youth do decide to drink, they
should follow the more specific drinking guidelines provided below:
• Speak to their parents about drinking;
• Never have more than one to two drinks per occasion; and
• Never drink more than one or two times per week.
Parents can play a large role in youths’ attitudes towards alcohol by
speaking to their children about the effects and risks of drinking and
by ensuring youth are educated so they can make more responsible
decisions. Providing clear expectations about a youth’s drinking and
the reasons behind these messages can influence his or her choices.
So please, do not make the mistake of minimizing alcohol use with
youth simply because it is socially acceptable in our society. The point
of this article is not to demonize alcohol but to remind readers that
alcohol is still by far the most used psychoactive drug in Canada.
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A Fun Event at Hawthorne Public School
Family Game Night at Hawthorne Public School, 2158 St. Laurent
Blvd. Thursday, May 2, from 5:30 - 7:30 p.m. Grades K-8. Come
and explore the wonders of MATH with your children and enjoy an
exciting evening of hands-on learning activities and games. Every
family will receive games to help their children at home.

Heroes of Heron Emergency Food Centre

O

By Lynn Sherwood

ccasionally we hear rather cynical references to food banks being
a “band-aid solution” to the problem of poverty and hunger. Of
course, in a way, this is so. We cannot cure the defects and problems of
our society, the consequences of unequal distribution of resources, with
food banks. Systemic changes which address the root causes of poverty
are much debated and demanded.
However, until that time arrives, band-aids are important. We use
band-aids to protect wounds until they can heal, to keep injuries
from becoming infected. We all need band-aids at some point, and no
pharmacy, organized home, first aid kit or woman’s handbag is without
them. Similarly, the sense of community, compassion and the conviction
that no one should go hungry represented by a food bank, not only
provides immediate nourishment to hungry families but helps to heal
the wounds inflicted by an indifferent world. Food banks prevent social
illness and infection just as a band-aid comforts, protects and promotes
healing for a child with a scraped knee.
Riverside United Church on Riverside Drive opposite Mooney’s Bay,
our Hero for this month, has faithfully supported the food bank at HEFC
since 2005. A large box which sits at the entrance to the sanctuary (shared
with the Anglican Church of the Resurrection) receives food donations
from members of the congregation, which
are regularly delivered to HEFC by Roger
Ellsworth. Additionally, a church member,
Wael Stephane as well as HEFC board
member, Mary Shaw regularly volunteers at
HEFC.
However, in addition to this ongoing
contribution, the church sponsors a “reverse
offering” twice a year. A list of nonperishable
food items is prepared by volunteer, Sheila
Snelling, after consultation with Louisa Thank you to Riverside
Simms, the Executive Co-ordinator of HEFC. United HEFC Volunteers
Sheila snips the list into ribbons of paper
naming individual food items, which are placed in an offering plate.
At Sunday service, members of the congregation are invited to select a
piece of paper from the offering plate with the name of a food item. The
following Sunday everyone deposits their food offerings at the entrance
to the sanctuary where they are sorted by volunteers supervised by
Marie Hackett, and brought to the altar during the Offering along with
the regular Sunday church donations.
The most recent April Reverse Offering netted Riverside United,
among other contributions, over one hundred cans of soup, and masses
of spaghetti sauce (identified as needed food items by Louisa Simms).
Three SUV’s were needed to assist Roger in transporting the Reverse
Offering to HEFC on delivery day. The commitment and dedication of
this small group of people is bringing nourishing food to folks they do
not know and will never meet. They have been doing this on an ongoing
basis for fourteen years.
Heron Emergency Food Centre began as the initiative of several
churches in Alta Vista in response to increasing requests for extra food
during the mid-1980’s recession. They hoped that, working together,
they could respond more effectively to what they thought was a
temporary crisis, a band-aid measure for alleviating food insecurity. No
one thought that HEFC, thirty years later, would become an important
service in Ottawa, serving 1,800 hungry people each month.
The staff, volunteers, and clients of HEFC thank the selfless folks
at Riverside United and other community organizations who keep
providing a band-aid solution while we wait for more powerful folk to
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figure out how to fix the problem of poverty. We rely on them to keep
the misery of food insecurity from becoming a serious infection.
Members of the Board of HEFC are happy to attend your events or
fundraiser to talk about the service we, all together, provide for our
community. We even have a PowerPoint presentation ready to go!
Call us at 613 737-9090 or e-mail us at hefc-info@rogers.com for
more information. Heron Emergency Food Centre is located at 1480
Heron Road and is open 4 days a week to provide emergency food to
people in need in Ottawa South. Check out our Facebook page at Heron
Emergency Food Centre @hefcottawa.
MAY WISH LIST
We welcome cash and food donations including soup, chick peas,
kidney beans, canned vegetables and pasta sauce.
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Computer Tricks and Tips

setup is still viable. The system could be set up to run manually whenever the
user decided it was necessary, or special software can trigger the backup on a
chosen schedule. This strategy is vulnerable to threats like fire, theft and power
failure, and often simply the user forgetting to deploy it.

Don’t Ditch Your Data

Cloud services are now overtaking local devices for backup. Last fall
we devoted two columns to the cloud ( https://compu-home.com/2018/09/
exploring-the-cloud-part-1/ ) and so there is no need to re-hash all of those
details now. Backing up to a cloud overcomes most of the dangers of using
an attached device but it does require a certain level of trust that some remote
company is going to be as careful with your data as you are. There are many
cloud storage services that are free for a quite generous amount of data, and it
is not usually very expensive if you need to go over the base amount.

By Malcolm and John Harding, of Compu-Home

L
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ast month we talked about the agony of losing the data that you have saved
on your computer, and the many ways that can happen. Today we’d like to
focus on how to avoid that sad situation.
Treat your equipment with great care. It doesn’t take much of a bump to
damage the hard disk inside a laptop and external USB hard drives are actually
even more fragile – far more than their labels and directions ever mention.
Desktop computers are not so exposed because they aren’t moved so much,
but their static attracts dust and pet hair like a big magnet and that can lead to
overheating.
Think about the age of your drive. There is no rule of thumb about life
expectancy of a hard disk, but some of them do fail due to age. A (very few)
fail early on, but others are still perfectly reliable after 10 years. In five to
seven years, if a computer is otherwise working fine and is not a candidate for
replacement, it might be prudent to swap in a replacement hard disk at a cost
of $75 - $90 to buy the drive and about the same amount again for the service
charge if you are hiring someone to do that job.
Understand your computer’s file structure. In particular, master the
concept that data files are separate from the program that created them. We
often hear from people concerned because they have changed their photo
editor software and think that their pictures are gone because the old program
has been removed. The same panic can result when music software or an office
suite is replaced. In fact, photos, music, tax files, spreadsheets and documents
are saved in their own folders, and are simply accessed by the programs that
you use to create or edit them.
What is the best backup strategy for you? In the past, most people used
an external backup device such as a separate hard disk in a USB case and this

Hold frequent backup fire drills. (We stole that metaphor from http://
tinyurl.com/yxmd57p9 at Computerworld; you should read the whole article.)
At last, people are latching on to the importance of backing up their data. We
would like to flatter ourselves that our constant nagging on the subject over
the years has had a small part in that. Just as important, however, is confidence
that your backup is really happening when you think it is, and that you will
be able to retrieve your data if that ever becomes necessary. You can only be
certain that you are safe if you have taken the time to learn how to confirm that
your backup is working, and how to access the data when the time comes. Far
too often people believe that they have a backup strategy but discover at the
worst possible time that their system malfunctioned or that the data has been
corrupted and isn’t safe after all.
A half-hour now and then to think about how to make sure your data is safe,
is a reasonable investment.
Go to compu-home.com/blog for an archive of our columns (including this
one) and lots more tech-related articles. There is a space right after each item
for you to make comments and suggestions, and ask questions. You can even
sign up for automatic updates. Have a look at compu-home.com/blog soon or
call us at 613-731-5954 to share your opinions and suggest subjects for future
columns. Our email address is info@compu-home.com.
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LOCAL BUSINESSES

Bookworm’s Delight

By Judith Evans (Available from the Ottawa Public Library)

“Endurance”

I

By Scott Kelly

n this book, the reader is taken on a
journey from Scott Kelly’s early life
as a wild and reckless young boy to an
astronaut selected to spend almost a year at
the International Space Station.
When Scott and his twin brother, Mark,
were young, neither of them had any interest
in school or in being cooped up inside. They
wanted to be outside having adventures and
doing whatever came to their minds without
thoughts of the possible dangers of what they
were doing.
In high school, Mark decided it was time to
start studying so he could get into the university
of his choice to give him a better chance of
becoming a Navy pilot. Scott, on the other hand, remained bored in high school
and college right up to the day when he read “The Right Stuff” by Tom Wolfe,
about pilots flying from air craft carriers and about test pilots. He decided, after
finishing the book, that this was the career he wanted with an extra twist – he
wanted to pilot a space shuttle!
Changing the focus of his studies to math and science at the University of
Maryland was a real challenge for him since he had no background in these
subjects (because of his lack of attention in school). He completed his courses
at the University of Maryland – Baltimore County. His next step in reaching
his goal – State University of New York, Maritime Campus – called for him
to apply himself as never before. He spent four years learning the in and outs
of being a sailor, including taking a number of cruises in both the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans.
He continued to follow his map to his dream with an assignment to flight
school in Florida and after learning to fly progressively more complicated
aircraft, he was chosen to work as a pilot of an aircraft carrier. Of course, he
had to go through the nerve-wracking process of learning to land a fighter jet
on the carrier, including getting the hook on the back of the plane to grab the
arresting cable on the ship.
He eventually mastered this skill and went on to become a test pilot, another
challenging step. He had to fly jets that might or might not have problems which
would need to be corrected instantly to avoid possibly fatal consequences.
After some time spent as a test pilot, he applied for and was accepted
into the astronaut training program. As always, this venture required learning
an enormous amount of material and skills, but Scott mastered the work and
graduated – and then came the wait to be assigned to a shuttle for a mission.
He made two trips in shuttles, once as the pilot and once as the commander
(the person who landed the shuttle when it returned to earth). His next journey
was a six-month stay on the space station. There he learned even more and that
was followed a few years later by the climax of his career – a 351-day stay on
the space station including three space walks to do maintenance outside the
station, numerous hours inside the station repairing essential equipment, many
physical tests to measure how well he was coping with a long stay in space;
as well as regular checking of various experiments that were set up in the lab.
I thoroughly enjoyed this book, which includes pictures of Scott, his fellow
space station colleagues, and views of earth and the space station. I also
learned a lot about what goes into making an astronaut. I now have a much
greater respect for all the men and women who spend months at a time at the
International Space Station where a seemingly small accident could have lifethreatening consequences.

The family is one of nature’s masterpieces – George Santayana
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Film Review
By Tony Wohlfarth

Tony Wohlfarth is an Ottawa based freelance film
writer. This month, he is covering the annual Hot
Docs Film Festival in Toronto and writes a monthly
film review for VISTAS.
EDGE OF THE KNIFE (SGAAWAAY K’UUNA)
VISTAS participated in the Ottawa/Gatineau premiere of Edge of the Knife
on April 9. Edge of the Knife is the first feature length film made in the
Haida language. The film is set on Haida Gwaii (the Queen Charlotte Islands
in British Columbia). The principal location for the shoot is Windy Bay, a
beautiful stretch of beach which becomes a character in the film i.e. long,
rocky beach with kelp and sea urchins, connected to the Salish Sea by a deep,
old growth rain forest.
Edge of the Knife tells the story of a large extended family, traveling north
to harvest black cod in order to survive the winter. The film is set in the 19th
century and the action takes place over two seasons. When Kwa’s son drowns,
his friend Adiits’il is pushed to the brink of survival, morphing into a wild man
(Gaagiixiid) who unexpectedly survives the winter living in the forest. The
stunning cinematography recreates a timeless long-lost lifestyle and traditions.
Edge of the Knife won three awards at the 2018 Vancouver International
Film Festival – for best BC film, best Canadian film, and most popular film.
The running time is one hour and thirty-nine minutes and screens with English
subtitles. The film is currently screening at the ByTowne Cinema (325 Rideau
St.) in Ottawa.

It’s a Wrap
The 5th edition of the Irish Film Festival played to four sold out screenings
on March 29 – 31. A highlight of the three-day festival was a panel discussion
about filmmaking with Lee Cronin and Bruce Harvey, Ottawa’s Film
Commissioner. Lee Cronin directed A Hole in the Ground, an Irish-made
horror film, which screened at the three-day fest.
The IFF promises to be back “bigger and better” in 2020. Watch
irishfilmfestivalottawa.ca for details.

St. Patrick’s Recycling Drive
By Sana Musa

St. Patrick’s High School is having its
Annual Recycling Drive!
This year the event will be held on
Saturday, May 11 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at 2525 Alta Vista Drive from
the Heron Road entrance.
We are accepting: electronic-waste, used
clothing, appliances, and car batteries!
We all hope to see you there!
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What’s on at the National Gallery?
The National Gallery of Canada is currently exhibiting the work of eight
contemporary Canadian artists – all winners of the Governor General’s Awards
for Visual and Media Arts. The awards of $25,000 per artist were awarded
by Governor General, Julie Payette, in a ceremony in March. The special
exhibition continues until August 5.
One of the winners is Ali Kazimi, a
Vancouver filmmaker, who is perhaps
best known for directing the film
about the Komagata Maru. In 1914,
the ship with 376 refugees was turned
away in the Vancouver harbour. This
historic injustice is documented in
Kazimi’s book, Undesirables: An
Illustrated History. The exhibition
includes a moving stereoscopic
presentation by Kazimi.
Another
of
the
winners,
Marlene Creates, a Newfoundland
environmental artist. has a special
exhibition on at the Carleton
University Art Gallery until August
25th.
For further information on the
artists and their work, VISTAS
readers may wish to visit https://
ggavma.canadacouncil.ca.

Title of Art:

On May 24th, the National Gallery Woman of the Mango – 1950
premieres a special exhibition of Credit: From the National Gallery Gaugin
portraits by Paul Gaugin. The special Exhibition - Used with permission
exhibition continues until September
8.
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Our People
By Courtney Tower

It’s the Sauce
and the Dough
and the Long Hours
It’s about George Zouzoulas!
The ghost of a folding metal cot sits in back of the restaurant, seen only
in the mind’s eye of 82-years-old George Zouzoulas. He would snatch a
quick rest on the real cot years ago, after closing down at 1 a.m. and then
driving cooks and waitresses to their homes as far away as Gatineau or
relatively close by, near the airport.
When the last staffer had been driven home in the wee hours, George
would return to the Bella Vista restaurant at 3 and 4 in the morning.
George lived with wife, Athena, and family way out at Britannia, too far
to go home and then be back for the 7 a.m. opening of the restaurant.
Hence the cot.

An Immigrant Path:
Washing Dishes
and on Upward
Long 16 and 18-hour days were just what one had to do for George,
his brother, John, and brother-in-law, George Merziotis, when the three
founded the Bella Vista restaurant at Alta Vista Drive and Bank Street in
1973. They were immigrants from Greece. They started out in Ottawa’s
restaurant world as dishwashers and kitchen help, rising to chefs, over a
decade until they put their resources together to strike out on their own.
“I came here in 1962 from (the Peloponnese region) in Greece, just
with a small bag with my clothes,” he told us on a visit to the restaurant
from which he now is retired. “That’s all I brought here.” George came
with a younger brother and a sister after serving in the Greek army for
22 months and briefly helping out in another brother’s coffee bar in
Athens.
Ten years on, George had married Athena, a girl from the Greek
community in Montreal. He had progressed from washing dishes at a
restaurant at the airport “jobs were not easy to find” – to dishwashing
and then cooking at the excellent Connaught Restaurant of my fond
memory at Elgin and Sparks streets.

Starting from Scratch
with Unchanged Menu
Brothers George and John Zouzoulas, with George Merziotis, were
helped by a restaurant-owner friend on Rideau Street through the path of
making application to open a restaurant with the monies they had saved.
“We started from scratch,” he said, opening with an Italian/Canadian/
Greek menu in 1973 that has essentially not changed to this day.
Their first purchase was two large ovens from Montreal, one on top of
the other, each with a bed of stone on which their pizzas baked. Pizzamakers today do not use ovens with beds of stone, the chains using
moving endless-belt contraptions, but these two still turn out as many as
200 individual pizzas on a busy Friday night.
“We were used to long hours here. I would work 16 hours a day,”
George recalls. “When it would be my turn to do that, after our 1 a.m.
closing, and finishing up around 2 a.m., I would drive the staff to their
homes and come back to the cot.”

“We all did everything that had to be done at any one time, working
in the kitchen, making pizzas, washing dishes. George Merziotis, our
brother-in-law, was a great cook. Later we got Frank Gkavellas, now
retired, as our chief cook for 26 years.”
“We won competitions for the best pizza in Ottawa (sponsored by
the Ottawa Sun), for four years running, and the recipe for pizzas then
was what it is now – made with quality ingredients; we never buy any
ingredients that are cheap.”

After Decades
Family Ties Still Hold
George, his brother John, and late brother-in-law, George, all retired
several years ago, but the family ties remain.
George Merziotis Junior, at 57, now owns the restaurant. “I’ve been
working here all my life, since I was 11 years old,” he says. “I was
washing dishes for my Dad on the weekends, back in 1973. Then I
started making pizzas. Then I moved up front, and became a regular
pizza cook.”
“When my Dad retired, I took over his share, and we ran the place
with my uncles for probably 10 years. They retired about 12 years ago
and I took it over and try to continue the family business.”
Alright, then, the big question: What makes the difference between a
good-enough pizza and the best pizza?

Let it Simmer
for Long Hours
George Jr.: “It’s the sauce and the dough. We make them both
ourselves. We buy very good quality cheese and fresh other ingredients,
of course, but the real difference is in the dough and the sauce.”
“We make the sauce from fresh ingredients – crushed tomatoes,
tomato juice, spices (such as thyme, basil, oregano), with salt and sugar.
We make it twice a week, in large pots, and let it simmer for hours.”
“We make the dough every couple of days, with the flour, yeast, some
sugar and salt, all in a big mixer we have in the back. We make two
doughs, the usual one of wheat flour and a gluten-free one of rice flour.
We were the first in Ottawa to offer gluten-free pizzas.”
George Junior has spruced up the Bella Vista restaurant with new
paint, furniture rearrangement, big TVs for the sports crowd, and fairly
newly-introduced weekend musical acts.
“There have been some changes like that but it’s still the same menu
and friendly service,” says Debbie McHugh, in her second decade as top
waitress there. Waitress isn’t quite the term for this brisk loyalist.
“She’s my right hand,”
says George Jr. “She’s my
manager. She keeps my
sanity.”
With that, Debbie oversees
a young waitress in the
restaurant’s signature black
uniform deliver a medium
combination pizza piled with
cheese and pepperoni, and a
baked dish of rigatoni and
meat sauce. Hardly Greek at
all, but tasty food.

George Zouzoulas and nephew, George Merziotis

Photo by Gerri Doherty

Laughter is the closest distance between two people. - Victor Borge

Budget Zone Meeting
Friday, May 17 at 7 p.m.

I
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By Chris Ellis Trustee Zone 6 Rideau-Rockcliffe & Alta Vista

’m holding a Budget Zone meeting Friday, May
14 at 7 p.m. at Hillcrest High School. District staff
will present an overview of the proposed OCDSB
budget for the 2019-2020 school year followed by
a Q&A, discussion and input. At a time when the
province is cutting funding to education, budget
decisions take on great importance. Should there
be more cuts to Libraries or Physical Education, to
Arts or Mental Health or other areas? This is your
chance to be heard. I look forward to hearing from
you, my constituents, as I struggle with how to vote
on this upcoming budget. This meeting will also be an opportunity to
learn about and give input on the new Strategic Plan which will also be
finalized this June. It will guide the work and direction of the OCDSB
over the next four tumultuous years.
The recently announced provincial changes to education, especially
the reduction of teachers – about one in five high school teachers – will
affect students. School boards, including the Ottawa-Carleton District
School Board (OCDSB), are already struggling to meet the needs of
all students because there are not enough resources to address all the
needs. Currently, at least ten parents a year ask me, as Trustee, to help
them advocate for services their child needs. I worry that for every one I
help there are five others not getting the help they need. I am clear in my
mind that the current cuts will result in more children and young adults
falling between the cracks, from not reaching their potential to higher
drop out rates to self harming and more attempts at suicide. This puts me
in a dilemma. Should I vote for a budget imposed on school boards by
the province that I know will harm children, or vote against it?
Ottawa has a history of standing up for the adequate funding of
education. In 2002 during the Harris years, the OCDSB trustees along
with Hamilton and Toronto trustees voted for a deficit budget after
$400 million was taken out of education. Although the province is
now reporting that more money will be allocated to education than
ever before, with the modest increase in enrolment, the cost of living
increase and the need to deliver more services (e.g. less support in the
community for Autism means more need at the school level) this is in
reality a cut to funding per student. I have heard analysis suggesting
that announcements to date will lead to up to a 4% or $1 billion cut
over 4 years to classroom funding. These cuts will disproportionately
hurt Special Education children, children living in poverty, children of
colour, LBGTQ2S+ and newcomer students.

When you are
enthusiastic about
what you do, you
feel this positive
energy. It’s very
simple.
– Paolo Coelho

We don’t need to share the same opinions as others, but we need to
be respectful – Taylor Swift
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YOUR FINANCES
By Bob Jamieson, CFP
(Edward Jones, Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund.
Ranked #1 in Canadian Investor Satisfaction, Seven Years in a Row!
www.edwardjones.ca/bob-jamieson)

Now Is the Time to Prepare Your
Estate Plan

I

t could be the discomfort of having to face one’s mortality, the lack
of any immediate tangible benefits, or simply not knowing where to
start.
Whatever the reasons, one fact is clear when it comes to estate planning:
People tend to procrastinate, putting the task on the backburner year
after year. But tragedy can strike anytime, and if you die without a will,
your assets may not be distributed as you want them to be. So put an end
to the delays and start today.
Now is the time to think about protecting your assets for the sake of
your children and grandchildren. Now is the time to communicate your
wishes to your family. Now is the time to ensure your wishes will be
realized after you pass away.
Estate planning affects everyone, regardless of wealth. In simple terms,
an estate is everything you own – including real estate, investments and
other property, as well as the debts you owe. An effective estate plan
will not only make it clear who gets what, but ensure that your assets are
distributed efficiently and as tax-effectively as possible.
A financial advisor can help you create an estate plan. Some specific
expertise will also be required from a lawyer and a tax professional. Your
financial advisor can coordinate gathering their input and incorporating
it into your plan.
Your plan will likely consist of a few key pillars. This includes a Will
to specify the distribution of your assets after death (those where there
are no designated beneficiaries); power of attorney to authorize someone
to act on your behalf if you become incapacitated; and, life insurance to
help ensure your family has enough cash to live comfortably after you
pass away.
Some estate plans can incorporate the use of trusts. Trusts can be
used to provide for a spouse or disabled child, place limits on a gift, or
potentially reduce income taxes.
Whether it’s trusts, Wills, or any other aspect of estate planning,
communication with your grown children and other trusted family
members is essential. This will help you avoid potential confusion,
hard feelings and family conflict when it’s time to settle your affairs. In
fact, it’s probably best to have your loved ones involved early on in the
process.
If you don’t have an estate plan, speak with your financial advisor
today to get started on your plan now. If you would like to discuss this
further, please give me a call at 613-526-3030. I would be pleased to
talk, without obligation.
Bob Jamieson, CFP
www.edwardjones.ca/bob-jamieson
Edward Jones: Ranked #1 in Canadian Investor Satisfaction, Seven
Years in a Row

Science and Technology
For the next few months, Andrew Rader is busy
working on an upcoming SpaceX launch. He will
be replaced by our entertaining Nelson Forsyth.
Enjoy!

A Winter Picnic
By Nelson Forsyth (Nelson Forsyth is the nom-de plume of an Alta
Vista resident who was a family doctor back in the 1960s.)
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The food consisted of hamburgers and hot dogs but also barbecued
seal ribs which were delicious. By early afternoon, the sun was already
setting and we headed home. I marvelled how the Inuk knew the way
as there were no landmarks on the open ice and we might as well have
been heading to Greenland, about 500 km to the east. This time, my sled
was empty and I found sitting or kneeling on the floor was too bumpy.
The easiest position was to try to stand with knees bent to absorb the
shock and holding onto a bar at the front like a water skier. However,
there was a constant spray from the snowmobile and by the time we
reached home, I was coated in ice so that I was unable to move – like the
tin woodsman in the Wizard of Oz and had to be lifted out of the sled.
This was certainly the most unusual and enjoyable picnic I have been
on and the generosity and good humour of our Inuit hosts will be long
remembered. A picnic at any time of year can be a most enjoyable event
if you have good food and the right companions.

Don’t Create Wildlife Orphans

T
W

hen we think about picnics, we usually think about taking out
a picnic basket filled with sandwiches and maybe hot dogs and
spreading out a blanket on the grass beneath a shady tree under a sunny
summer sun. But how about a picnic in winter? One March, a decade
ago, my wife and I had the privilege of travelling to the small village in
Nunavut of about 500 people, Qikitarjuaq, once known as Broughton
Island. We were not the only people arriving from the south that day as a
school hockey team from an indigenous community in northern Ontario
were there to play against the local boys. The locals had arranged to take
the visitors on a “picnic” and my wife and I were invited to go along. I
was rather surprised to be invited on a picnic where there was nothing
but ice and snow as far as the eye could see.
When we showed up at the school in our ski pants and parkas, our hosts
wisely insisted that we have warmer outfits. My wife was fitted out with
a heavy coat and hood covering most of her face so that only her eyes
were showing. They also fitted her with a beautiful pair of ornate white
polar bear knee-high boots (kamiik). I was just given a heavy parka and
a cover over my ski pants. They explained that we would be going out
to a favourite spot on the ice about an hour’s snowmobile drive from the
village. There were about 30 of us and the boys sat on big sleds, drawn
by one of the larger ski-doos or “machines”, as the Inuit call them. My
wife sat on a snowmobile behind the driver while I was seated in a small
sled (qamutik) sitting among Jerry cans and other equipment.
Our destination was an island made up of a small rocky mountain
jutting up from the ice surface. When we arrived, our hosts quickly
unpacked the sleds and set up for the picnic. While we explored the
cleft-like caves in the rocks, several of the men took picks and shovels
and dug three foot-deep trenches into which they stood while setting up
their Coleman stoves on the ice surface beside the trenches. This was
a clever way of avoiding setting up tables or having to bend over the
stoves.
Being on the lee side of the island, and with the noon sun beaming
down, it was surprisingly warm and the boys shed their parkas and
played games on the ice. One dangerous game the local boys played
was a competition to see who could drive their machine farthest up a
steep side of the hill before jumping off while their snowmobile rolled
over and hurtled back down the slope. Fortunately, none appeared to be
hurt, neither the boys nor their machines.

By the Ottawa-Carleton Wildlife Centre – www.wildlifeinfo.ca

he four small baby squirrels, with eyes just
open, were very dehydrated and ice cold.
They would not survive for much longer as their
mother had been gone for almost two days. A
block away, the mother squirrel was frantically
trying to escape a so-called ‘humane trap’. The
homeowner was preparing to take the trapped
squirrel to a forest miles away.
This sad story is repeated hundreds of times during the spring and summer
birthing season. It leaves thousands of baby animals like these young squirrels
to die a slow and painful death and homeowners taking an action without
realizing the very inhumane outcome for the animals.
You see, female animals come closer to our properties each spring, seeking
out covered shelter in eaves, chimneys, garden sheds and under steps as a safe
spot to have their young, away from predators when their newborn babies
are most vulnerable. Those leaf nests or dreys that squirrels occupy high up
in trees, for example, would offer little protection against the elements or
predators while the trees are still bare.
This year, the very high winds, snow cover and rain have made it even more
difficult for wildlife to find safe spots to have their young.
Each year people unwittingly barricade an animal’s access to find it
frantically chewing to get back to its young, or having trapped and relocated
an adult mother, to find the abandoned babies having fallen between walls,
requiring expensive drywall removal.
Even if the young are rescued, the homeowner is left with orphans to be
euthanized, causing a lot of emotional distress for the family. Even those
companies that say they offer a humane service can give you no guarantee
they won’t end up creating orphans.

HELPFUL TIPS:
If you see a wild animal around your property at this time of the year, you
can safely assume it’s a female with babies nearby. So, please do not barricade
her access or trap and relocate her. Remember, it is a very TEMPORARY
situation. Once the babies are weaned, the family will move back to a more
natural area.
Giving an animal a temporary grace period is not only a humane solution
but a wise decision for the homeowner in that babies are often in inaccessible
spots and the mother is an insurance policy for getting them out once they are
weaned.
The Ottawa-Carleton Wildlife Centre website helps thousands of
homeowners each year with advice on the birthing season and proper animalproofing techniques, resolving problems in a humane, cost-effective and
permanent way. Take advantage of the free and experienced advice at www.
wildlifeinfo.ca.
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Alta Vista Public Library
The Alta Vista Library will be closed for ramp repair from May
12th to 23rd inclusively. See below regarding information about
programs that are cancelled or have changed location. The book
return will not be available during this period. Items can be
returned to any OPL Branch including Elmvale Acres (1910 St
Laurent Blvd.) or Greenboro (363 Lorry Greenberg Drive). We
will re-open as usual on Friday, May 23rd at 1 p.m. We apologize
for any inconvenience that this may cause.

ADULT PROGRAMS
Book Banter
Share the enjoyment of good books in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for
discussions on the first Thursday of every month from 2 to 3 p.m.
Thursday, May 2 Born a Crime: Stories of a South African Childhood by
Trevor Noah
Thursday, June 6 Exit West by Mohsin Hamid
Sleuth Hounds Mystery Book Club
Share the enjoyment of good mysteries in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for
discussions on the third Thursday of every month 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 16
Stuart MacBride - Logan McRae series
Thursday, JUne 20
Jeffrey Deaver, Lincoln Rhyme series

Opening a Food Business in Ottawa
If you are thinking about opening a fixed food establishment such as a bakery,
café, restaurant, or wholesale food business, this is the session for you. You
will learn about business licence categories, home-based business regulations
and permit and legislation requirements for all types of food premises. Offered
in partnership with Joanne Cléroux, Business Information Officer, City of
Ottawa. Joanne is responsible for guiding restaurateurs through the City’s
application processes and requirements applicable to food premise businesses
in relation to various legislations such as the Ontario Building Code and the
Health Protection and Promotion Act.
Wednesday, May 1st – 6:30 p.m to 8 p.m.
Prenatal Classes - Ottawa Public Health
Prenatal Class offered by Ottawa Public Health (OPH). A public health nurse
will lead this mini-series of three small group sessions. Only one parent must
register but both are welcome.
Session 1. Birth Basics-Confidence & Comfort.
Session 2: Breastfeeding Basics-Tips & Techniques.
Session 3: Baby Basics-Preparing for Parenthood.
Thursdays, May 2, 9, 30; 6:00- 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays, May 4, 11, 25; Saturdays, June 1, 8, 29; 10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m

Children’s Programs
STORYTIMES / CONTES

Infusions littéraires
Partagez avec nous le plaisir des livres dans une ambiance détendue. Joignezvous à nous pour une discussion. De 14h00 à 15h00.

Babytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 0-18 months.
No registration required.

SVP notez que le groupe du 13 mai aura lieu à la bibliothèque Elmvale
Acres.
Le lundi 13 mai, 2019
L’exception d’Ava Olafsdottir
Le lundi 17 juin, 2019
Ce vain combat que tu livres de Faoud Laroui

*Session 3
Mondays, April 29 to May 6, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. and 11:15 a.m. to 11:45
a.m.

CONVERSATION GROUPS
French conversation groups (beginner)
Practice your French language conversation skills and meet new friends in a
relaxed and friendly environment. No registration required.
Mondays, 4:45 – 6:00 p.m. Group Cancelled May 13 and 20.
French conversation groups (Intermediate)
Improve your spoken French in a relaxed setting. This group is for those at an
intermediate level. No registration required.
Tuesdays, 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. Please note the May 14 and 21 meetings will take
place at the Elmvale Acres Branch.
English Conversation Groups
Practice your English language conversation skills and meet new friends in a
relaxed and friendly environment. No registration required.
All groups cancelled on May 13, 14, 20 and 21.
Mondays, 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. Closed April 22 and May 20
Tuesdays, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
One-on-One Computer Tutorials
Book a one-on-one tutorial to learn computer, email and Internet basics.
Help also available with the Library’s digital resources including eBooks and
downloadable audiobooks and magazines. Please visit the branch for more
information or to schedule an appointment.
Using Ancestry Library
Discover the content and use of this popular genealogy database, and learn
some tips and tricks to improve your searches. Ancestry Library is available
for free in all OPL branches.
Wednesday, May 1 at 1:30 p.m. 90 minutes. Please register.

Family Storytime
Stories, rhymes, and songs for all ages and a parent or caregiver. No registration
required.
*Session 3
Tuesdays, April 30 to May 7, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Toddlertime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 18 to 36 months.
No registration required.
*Session 3
Thursdays, May 2 to May 9, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Special Programs
Lego Block Party
Create and build with Lego! Ages 6 to 12. No registration required.
Wednesdays, January 2 to May 8, 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The Art of Books
Explore an art form in children’s picture books, and then create your own
work! Ages 6 to 12. No registration required.
Monday, May 27, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Game On!
Play Wii, card games and board games at the library. Family program. No
registration required.
Fridays May 3, May 31, June 14 and June 28, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Music, Movement & Mindfulness
Stories and songs to encourage mindfulness and movement for children aged
0 to 6 and a parent or caregiver. Bring your own mat or towel. No registration
required.
Saturdays, May 25 and June 22, from 11 a.m. to 11:40 a.m.
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H E A L T H

N E W S

Tendon Injuries

By Susan Reive, Owner of Kilborn Physiotherapy Clinic

T

endon injury is extremely common. It can arise from a recent
trauma or be more chronic in nature. Treatment varies depending on
the extent and type of injury. Tendons are continuous with the muscle
and connect the muscle to bone. When the muscle contracts, it pulls
on the tendon and moves the bone. Tendons are comprised of dense
organized connective tissue, basically 20% collagen, 78% water, and
2% glucosaminoglycans.
The tendon is formed by
collagen forming fibrils which
group together into fascicles.
The linear arrangement of the
fascicles gives the tendon its high
tensile strength. Indeed, tendons Structure of a tendon from www.physioare built to transmit the force of pedia.com/tendon_anatomy
contraction of their respective
muscle. They have a tensile strength that is double that of its muscle.
Tendons are sometimes encased in a
sheath which can become inflamed. This
condition is referred to as tenosynovitis.
Tendinosis refers to inflammation and
degeneration of the actual tendons.
When a tendon is loaded, the slack in
the collagen fibre (called the crimp) will
be taken up; it’s like pulling the wave
out of a curly hair strand and making it Example of the tendons
straight. Continued load will place more attaching the biceps muscle to
the arm bones
stress on the tendon but there is enough Photo from www.webmd.com
elasticity that, once removed, the tendon
will return to its normal length. Excessive
load or stress on the tendon can lead to microtears in the collagen fibers
and tendon injury and inflammation. Tendonitis ensues and if the tendon
is not allowed to recover due to repetitive activity and loading then a
larger tear in the tendon can result.
Indeed there are 5 stages of tendinitis. Stage one involves just slight
pain after activity that resolves with rest. Stages two and three involve
pain with activity and in stages four and five the pain is interfering with
activity and stays afterwards both at rest and with activities of daily
living.
Treatment usually always involves a period of rest from the
aggravating activity. The injury will only get worse if it is not given time
to heal. Modalities to enhance healing, medication, gentle stretching
exercises, and eventually strengthening exercises are incorporated. The
goal is to heal the tendon such that it is strong but also flexible. Studies
show that tendons recover better when there is controlled movement
during the healing process. When immobilized, the scar tissue lays
down haphazardly; with movement the scar tissue lays down along
the lines of the tendon structure, making it stronger and more flexible.
Hence knowing what exercise to do and when is an important part of
tendon recovery. Initially, dynamic stretching is likely better to avoid
overloading the injured tendon but encourage the scar tissue to lay
down properly. Physiotherapy helps guide the healing process with the
appropriate exercises.
Sometimes when tendons tear, surgery is required as the tear is too
big to heal. The therapy post-operatively is very specific with usually a
six-week period of a brace.

South-East Ottawa Community Health Centre (SEOCHC), located at
1355 Bank Street, Suite 600, is a non-profit organization that provides a
range of services to clients, including primary health care, social services,
home support and community development. We have professional teams
of physicians, nurse practitioners, nurses, social workers, nutritionists,
early childhood educators, counsellors, chiropodists and others. We
offer programs and services for children, youth, seniors, adults and
families, all at low or no cost.
Did you know that…………
• Every Monday from 9:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m., we offer the Canada
Prenatal Nutrition Program, “Baby and Me”. Our dietitian,
registered nurse, and lactation consultant offer support to pregnant
women regarding healthy eating and cooking, pregnancy, baby
care and more. To register, call 613-737-5115 ext. 2339.
• Seniors can enjoy fun and easy exercises that include chair
exercises, strength exercises and dance movements every Monday
and Thursday from 1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Participants are asked to
register for this program by calling 613-737-7195 ext. 2323.
• We offer counselling services to individuals, couples and families
at no cost. These sessions are offered in English, Spanish and
Arabic. No appointment is necessary – first come first served.
Every Tuesday from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 1355 Bank Street,
6th Floor.
The schedule of events program is available on our website and hard
copies can be picked up at the Centre. The events program highlights
the many programs and services offered at the Centre and at off-site
locations, programs such as Diabetes Education, Counselling, parenting
groups for newcomers, playgroups for young children, foot care and
many more.
For more information, check out our web-site at www.seochc.on.ca
or contact us at 613-737-5115. You can also follow-us on Twitter and
Facebook.
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Building a Sustainable Ottawa
for Future Generations
By Jim Watson,
City of Ottawa, 110 Laurier Ave. West, Ottawa, ON K1P 1J1

M

unicipalities play a crucial role in assuring environmental
sustainability and in the fight against climate change. The City
of Ottawa, in partnership with various stakeholders, community groups
and residents, has developed a robust environmental stewardship
strategy to ensure that we leave a green and sustainable legacy to our
future generations.
With our Air Quality and Climate Change Management Plan, Climate
Change Management Plan, Official Plan policies, Energy Evolution
strategy and a variety of specific energy conservation and environmental
initiatives, the City of Ottawa set a proactive environmental strategy that
targets an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2050.
Through key initiatives ranging from applying an energy conservation
and climate resiliency lens to City policies, to greening operations, to
collaborating with local and international partners, we have achieved
meaningful results in GHG emission reductions and are well on our way
to becoming a low-carbon economy. A great example of our long-term
efforts to reduce GHG is the implementation of light rail transit. Once
Stage 2 LRT is up and running, our fully electrified LRT system will
reduce GHGs by 110,000 tonnes and air contaminants by 3,000 tonnes
over a 25-year period.
The City is exploring other transportation-based solutions to reduce
its carbon footprint such as:
• Encouraging the public to adopt electric vehicles by installing
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations at City facilities;
• Investing record amounts into cycling and pedestrian infrastructure
and supporting cycling initiatives such as the Annual Bike to Work
Month, and;
• Greening its vehicle fleet with the acquisition of hybrid, electric or
alternative fuel vehicles.
The City is also taking
a proactive approach to
protecting and preserving
its natural assets for future
generations through initiatives
such as the Combined Sewage
Storage Tunnel (CSST), one of
the most important projects of
Ottawa River Action Plan, and
the Urban Forest Management
Plan. Once completed, the
CSST will reduce the discharge
of waste into the Ottawa River by over 80%, the equivalent capacity
of approximately 18 Olympic-sized pools. Under the Urban Forest
Management Plan, the City has established a structured approach
to protecting and enhancing our forests which includes a tree by-law
review, an inventory of forest canopy cover and tree planting and
establishment guidelines.
Lastly, the City is leveraging its facilities and infrastructure assets to
reduce its energy use and costs. From installing solar panels on the roofs
of some city buildings to converting streetlights to LED technology to
building new facilities to meet LEED certification standards, we are
committed to being an environmentally responsible community.
The progress we have made to date, with many results on track or
exceeding targets, demonstrates Ottawa’s deep commitment to tackling
climate change head-on and protecting our environment.

What wisdom can you find that is greater than kindness.
– Jean Jacques Rousseau
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Charlotte

M

By Judy Smith (submitted by her daughter, Kerry Smith)

iddle grades were usually what I
taught but one year I was given
twenty-seven grade 2/3s. Every class I
have taught has been special in some way.
These children were sweet and unspoiled.
Life had been kind to them, unlike many
children I have taught over the years. This
was also a more simple time. Computer
games and music videos weren’t available.
TV was not a babysitter for these children.
As with each class I taught, the first
fifteen minutes in the afternoon was
story time. The librarian suggested I read
“Charlotte’s Web” by E.B. White. The
story, at first glance, is very simple; a runt piglet, Wilbur, is hand-raised
by a young girl, Fern. As he gets larger, he is sold to Mr. Zuckerman.
Wilbur learns he is being raised to be killed – but his bacon is literally
saved by a spider friend, the marvelous Charlotte.
Okay, I could have quickly read the book but it was a classic even then
and I was busy. I thought it would make a great experience to discover
the book with my class.
Together we laughed about Wilbur’s antics as well as those of the
other animals on the farm, particularly the rat, Templeton. Templeton
aids Charlotte by finding words she can spin into webs. These webs
amaze and delight humans. These webs spun over Wilbur’s pen may
just save his life!
The climax of the book sees Wilbur, Templeton and Charlotte at the
State Fair. Charlotte’s web has resulted in Wilbur receiving a special
award. We can relax. Mr. Zuckerman will never butcher his prize pig. But
wait, all isn’t perfect. Charlotte has produced an egg sack, her “Magnum
Opus”, and she is weakening. She asks Wilbur and Templeton to take
her egg sack back to the farm.
I am interrupted by a small quivering voice, “Is Charlotte going to
die?” I look up to see twenty-seven shocked faces. I am at a loss for
words. I haven’t read the last chapters!
Well, I took “Charlotte’s Web” home that night and wept while I read
the last paragraph of the next to last chapter. Wilbur and Templeton save
the egg sack. The description of the empty fairground is devastating,
and yes, Charlotte dies alone.
Again, through a veil of tears, I read the last paragraph to my class.
I hear sobbing and looking up I hear twenty-seven weeping children.
Even Carl, the one tough kid in the class, is hunched over his desk,
shoulders heaving. Together we mourned the loss of Charlotte.
There is a kind of resurrection in the last chapter; a few of Charlotte’s
offspring remain with Wilbur in the barn. The children accept this
philosophically, but I must admit I liked Carl’s comment: “If they could
save the pig, why couldn’t they save the spider?”
(Judy Smith was a teacher at Vincent Massey, Pleasant Park and
Hopewell School in the 1970s, 80s and 90s. From at least 1974 to 1991
she taught at Pleasant Park Public School, the first English to French
Immersion Teacher to Grade 6 students. Judy passed away suddenly in
January after enjoying 27 years of retirement with her husband of 55
years. She included this story in a sampler of writing called “Bits of
Fluff” she put together in 2007. She called her writing “creative nonfiction” … stories based on actual episodes in her life, filtered through
the curtain of time. In the introduction, she hoped her ramblings would
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encourage others to write their own stories just as she encouraged her
students to do every school year. She believed everyone’s life is a novel!)

No Bad Dogs

I

by Carole Hubbard

t took only a few seconds for a happy walk along
the bike path behind Ridgemont High School to
become a near-death experience for our dog, Stella,
who’s been the light of my life since we brought her
home almost nine years ago.
We’d gone out on a day that was brisk and windy
enough that Stella needed a sweater; afterwards,
the vet said that sweater saved Stella’s life. Twenty
minutes into our walk, an unprovoked attack by a
much bigger dog left her covered in blood from a
punctured jugular vein. It took extensive reconstructive surgery and 15
staples to repair her throat.
There are no bad dogs. But a dog with an owner who can’t or won’t
control its behaviour is a menace to itself and to any children or small
animals that happen to cross its path.
It was late in the afternoon of March 17 when we saw two people
approaching with three dogs on leashes. The dogs all began barking,
and we turned in another direction to avoid them. But the smallest of
the three backed up to slip its leash, lunged at us, grabbed Stella by the
throat, and shook her.
Stella’s screams were like nothing I’d ever heard. Four weeks later,
I still have nightmares about that agonized sound and the smell of her
blood.
The other owner and I somehow pulled her dog off mine, but I came
away with six puncture wounds of my own.
The next couple of weeks of 24-hour care were like being home with
a sick newborn. Stella couldn’t be left alone – we couldn’t bandage her
neck or injured hip, but she couldn’t be allowed to lick her wounds. She
was on three different medications, and the drain in her neck had to be
kept clean.
Getting outdoors is Stella’s favourite thing, and four weeks after the
attack she’s again enjoying her walks. It makes me angry that I’m not
yet able to enjoy them with her.
When I think it through, though, I’m not angry at that other dog. The
vet said the attack was “killing behaviour,” indicating that the dog has
a strong predator instinct and would probably attack again. But that
doesn’t make it a “bad” dog. A dog with a history of aggression should
wear a harness and muzzle when it’s out in public. And it should be
walked by someone who understands dog behaviour and knows how to
control a large, strong animal.
But good, common sense isn’t something I can enforce. So now, when
I’m out with Stella, I carry a big, heavy walking stick…just in case.
As awful as this experience has been, I know that it could have been so
much worse. We had the economic means to cover the cost of surgery,
and I am lucky to have family who would cook for me, take turns
watching the dog, and keep me company when I couldn’t sleep.
We are also profoundly grateful for the life-saving care provided by
the amazing vets and staff at the Alta Vista Animal Hospital and the
Billings Bridge Animal Hospital.
Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world - Nelson Mandela
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Miles of Styles

Interview with the Author

(Communications Chair for IODE Laurentian Chapter)

To Pluck a Crow – The Hands Behind
Shakespeare’s Pen

By Cynthia Cee

by Elanor Brodie

IODE Laurentian Chapter is having its 58 Annual House and Garden
Tour on May 11th, 2019. It is Ottawa’s oldest and longest running house
tour. This year’s tour features five fine homes across Ottawa in a variety
of styles sure to appeal to all.
The tour runs from 9:30 to 4:30 p.m. Tickets are $30 and can be
purchased as of April 15th at retailers across Ottawa. They are also
available now online through Eventbrite on the IODE Laurentian
Chapter website: www.iodelaurentian.com.
Among the fabulous homes that we have are:
• The home on Elm Street which was built in
1892. This Centretown middle row house in
a quiet street off of Preston Street has been
opened up and completely modernized.
While keeping original features, natural
light and wood are used throughout the
home to give a contemporary yet relaxed
and warm welcoming look. The home was Elm Street Home
featured in the Ottawa Magazine in the Fall of 2018 and won 3
NKBA Ontario (National Kitchen and Bath Association) awards in
February 2018.
• On Rahul Crescent is a large, single, family,
custom built home on a prime lot which
has fantastic views across the Rideau River
towards Mooney’s Bay. The home has
been built specifically with visitors and
entertaining in mind, so every space is used
to offer a variety of seating. Most of the
ground floor is open plan and surrounds a Rahul Crescent
central fireplace. A ground floor guest suite
ensures that any guests staying overnight do not have to carry heavy
luggage up and down the stairs. Canadian maple wood is used
extensively throughout the home giving the house a warm cozy
feeling despite its spaciousness. At this location will be our famous
bake sale in the multipurpose room situated above the garage.
• And finally designed in 2013 by Kariouk
Associates is the stunning Smart Technology
Kenora Avenue home which has a series
of linked indoor/outdoor spaces that subtly
bring the outdoors in and the indoors out by
employing a continuous visual and spatial
gap that cuts entirely through the space.
From its entertainment-sized rooms to its Kenora Home
sleek built-in cabinetry and its commercialgrade appliances, the attention to detail is exquisite throughout.
As well, for the first time in many years, we return to having two
Embassy residences on display in Rockcliffe Park – Tunisia on Crescent
Road and Algeria on Thorold Avenue.
The focus recipient for this year’s tour is the Youville Centre which is
an innovative centre that inspires, educates and nurtures young mothers
and their children to utilize their strengths and achieve their goals. Funds
will go to purchase much needed new cribs for the facility.
A day out on the House and Garden Tour is the perfect way to spend
time with your family, partner or best friends. It is the perfect gift for
Mother’s Day.
For further information about the tour and to purchase tickets today,
please visit our website: www.iodelaurentian.com or call Jo at 613-8425304.

S

By Sue Taylor-Davidson

ue Taylor-Davidson is a retired librarian
and Alta Vista resident. She is the author
of a tale that questions the authorship of
Shakespeare’s works. The novel gives a
fictional account of the real-life Mary Sidney
Herbert and her brother Philip, who was a
courtier in the court of Queen Elizabeth I.
The parallel story follows Sarah and Janek
on a modern-day search, crisscrossing
London and the English countryside to find
evidence that the Shakespearean works may
have been written by someone else. This
controversial questioning of Shakespeare’s
authorship brings opposition to Sarah and
Janek in the form of unidentified “watchers” who follow them, hoping
to discourage them or to steal whatever information they uncover.
I asked Sue how she discovered the authorship question. “While
working in the library, a book caught my eye,” she answered. “It was
about Mary Sidney Herbert and the possibility that she may be the
real Shakespeare. I thought, ‘can this be possible?’ It’s like a real-live
mystery and I love mysteries.”
Taylor-Davidson found the subject so compelling, she began to research
and discovered this was not a new idea. Contemporary Shakespearean
actors created a “Declaration of Doubt” of the playwright’s authorship,
which has been signed by Mark Twain, Derek Jacobi and Freud, to name
a few.
I wondered why there was such speculation that Shakespeare didn’t
pen all the works. “The fact that he was such a prolific writer,” she said.
“There were also anomalies not consistent with other writers.” Such
as? “When he wrote his will and listed the contents of his home, there
was not one book or manuscript of his among them. People witnessed
Dickens writing and found his first drafts, but nothing with Shakespeare’s
signature was ever found,” she added.
Also, the community at the time tended to pass plays around and
borrow from each other, so many of them wrote about the same things.
“Mary Sidney wrote ‘The Tragedie of Antony’, about Anthony and
Cleopatra before Shakespeare did, and he borrowed from her,” said Sue.
“Both plays share many of the same lines.”
Mary Sidney had a close association with Queen Elizabeth I and her
court. Her father was one of Elizabeth’s advisors and her brother inherited
the job, so she had a lot of raw material and experiences to draw upon.
Both Mary and her brother Philip were writers and collaborators, each
becoming authors in their own right.
“It was also an age of suppression, where women were not considered
to be serious writers and often had to publish under another name or
with a man as their ‘front man’,” Sue added. “Mary was one of the first
women to become a published writer, which shows that she possessed
the necessary skill.”
Taylor-Davidson originally wrote the book just for family and friends
to read. She said, “after they did, one friend, Brigitte, insisted I publish
and the rest is history. I’ve just finished writing the sequel.” The book is
now in its second print run.
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the communities that depend on fisheries – think of what happened to
Newfoundland when the cod fishery collapsed.

Seafood Fraud
By Kathryn Norman

Y

ou’ve heard the terms “insurance fraud” and “financial fraud”, but
what is “seafood fraud”? Are fish secretly birds in disguise? Is a
sneaky octopus embezzling our money? In a word, no. Well, maybe – far
be it from me to underestimate the criminal masterminds of the octopus
world – but that’s not what I mean. Simply put, seafood fraud means
that, for various reasons, whenever you eat fish or seafood, there’s about
a 40% chance that you’re not actually eating what you think you’re
eating.
How can this be? Well,
despite the intentions of the
people doing the fishing,
or the rules governing
them, nets and traps catch
what they catch. If you’re
struggling to make ends
meet and you haul up a good
load of fish, out there in the
middle of the ocean with
no one else around, it’s pretty tempting to just keep what you’ve got,
even if it’s not what you were intending to catch. Or maybe you don’t
even realize you’ve got the wrong species. Or maybe you do, but the
person you sell your catch to doesn’t care and lumps it all together as
“whitefish” and sells it on to a grocery chain or food processing facility.
There just isn’t any mechanism in place to really track the supply chain
of most fishery products, and once it’s boned and skinned, most fish
look more or less the same to most people.
Why is this an issue? Well, aside from the psychological ick factor
of not really knowing what you’re eating, and the potential for health
or allergy implications, it’s a big problem for the sustainability of the
seafood supply chain. Roughly 90% of the world’s fish stock is already
fished at – most above – the capacity that the population can sustain.
Yes, that’s right, 90%. Nine out of every ten species or population of
fish that is fished commercially can’t replace themselves at a rate greater
than they are being harvested – and actually most can’t even approach
the reproduction rate needed to sustain the population at the rate they
are being fished. Sometimes these are species we know about, like the
orange roughie, which matures a lot more slowly than people realized
at first, and consequently has a low breeding rate. Or the tuna, which is
a keystone species in the ocean and has been overfished for so long that
the average tuna is now a fraction of the size it once was (they just aren’t
living as long or getting as big because they get caught). Sometimes
it’s fish we think of as being pretty common. In general, unless it is a
small, bottom-of-the-food-chain sort of fish like a herring or a sardine,
it’s probably being overfished.
The extent of the seafood fraud problem was revealed in a report
released by Oceana Canada (Seafood Fraud and Mislabelling Across
Canada – August 2018), which showed that approximately 40% of fish
in Canadian grocery stores is mis-labelled, and approximately 30% of
samples tested turned out to be species of conservation significance.
What this means is that, even though there might be laws protecting a
specific species or prohibiting fishing in a certain area, if the fish can
be caught, they are simply being sold as something else, making the
laws almost useless. Continuing to allow this to happen could result
in species extinction, ecosystem collapse, and economic hardship for

So, what can we do? Well, eating less seafood is a start. Fish,
particularly fatty fish like salmon, are often touted as being particularly
healthy because of the high concentration of good fats they have.
However, fish get these good fats (like Omega 3 fatty acids) from eating
plants – and so can people. Even those Omega-3 eggs you can buy in
the grocery store are the result of feeding flax seed oil to chickens. In
addition, seafood tends to have higher concentrations of heavy metals
like mercury (and possibly chemicals associated with plastics, like
we discussed in the Microplastics article), which is why children and
pregnant women are advised to avoid or limit certain kinds of fish. So,
from a health perspective, fish isn’t quite what it’s made out to be.
It’s easy for me to say this because I’m allergic to fish, and as a result
everything that comes out of the ocean just tastes gross and fishy to me
(I’ll make occasional exceptions for nori in vegetarian sushi). If you
like fish, or it’s an important part of your cultural or family history, hey,
keep eating it – just focus on sustainably caught seafood. But if you’re
choking down salmon fillets because you think it’s good for you, relax
and eat some vegetables.
Suppose you do actually enjoy eating fish (hey, to each their own,
I don’t judge...much) – what do you do then? Is farmed fish a good
alternative? What species are safe? Well, all farmed fish is not made
equal. Like agriculture, aquaculture practices run the gamut from
sustainable operations that are saving wild fish stocks and contributing
to food security, to what amount of large scale factory farms that
result in pollution, disease, inhumane treatment of animals, and more.
Sometimes farmed fish are fed wild-caught fish, which is just weirdly
circular and inefficient. Sometimes they are produced as part of a
sustainable hydroponic agriculture operation or flooded farmland that
would otherwise go to waste, and they’re great. Don’t reject farmed fish
altogether – it’s more complicated than that.
Generally, species that are lower on the food chain, fish you caught
yourself (or your cousin caught on a fishing trip) and fish labelled as
being sustainably farmed or harvested is pretty okay. The Monterey Bay
Aquarium in California maintains a comprehensive list of which fish and
seafood products are most and least sustainable – and conservationists
and marine biologists generally agree it’s a good, evidence-based list.
It can be found at www.seafoodwatch.org. More information about
seafood fraud in Canada, and what can be done about it, can be found in
the Oceana Canada report, which is available free online here: (https://
oceana.ca/en/publications/reports/seafood-fraud-and-mislabellingacross-canada).
(Kathryn Norman is the communications coordinator at Sustainable
Eastern Ontario, and had the privilege of sharing a (sometimes fishy
smelling) office with the Oceana Canada researcher who conducted
local seafood testing.)

Our diversity is our strength. What a dull and pointless life it
would be if everyone was the same – Angelina Jolie
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Alta Vista Drive Functional
Planning Study

(South of Smyth Road to north of Bank Street)
Submitted by Garry Lindberg

T

he City of Ottawa is commencing a study
to develop a functional road design for Alta
Vista Drive between Faircrest Road and Edge
Hill Place. Aging underground utilities such as
sewers and water mains dictate that two stretches
of Alta Vista Drive require renewal in the short
and medium term. This provides the opportunity
to upgrade the design of surface elements such
as the roadway, sidewalk and cycling facilities. This functional design
is required to guide the associated roadway reconstruction investments
to ensure a coherent ultimate condition.

Staging
The City is considering upgrading Alta Vista Drive in four segments.
The first segment, Kilborn Avenue to Billings Avenue, requires
upgrading in the short term, four to seven years from now. The second
segment, Wesmar Avenue to Edgehill Place, requires upgrading in the
medium term, six to ten years from now.
There is no timeline yet for water and sewer
replacement on the remaining two segments, from
Smyth Road to Billings Avenue, and from Kilborn
Avenue to Wesmar Avenue. Potential interim surface
works are to be determined.
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The technical members of the committee include City representatives
from water and sewer, roads, cycling, and transit.

Key Considerations
At the first meeting of the Advisory Committee, the City highlighted
the following goals:
• Improve accessibility
• Enhance sidewalks and transit infrastructure
• Upgrade cycling facilities
• Maintain or enhance existing traffic calming measures
• Snow storage
• Driveway access and length for parking
Since Alta Vista Drive is designated a spine cycling route, there is
a desire to provide a reserved space for cyclists, ideally either a cycle
track or a buffered bike lane.
The first meeting focussed on data gathering from the members and
outlining key features of the present road, widths of boulevards, where
some key features such as power poles and street lights are located and
where transit stops are.
It was explained that the study stopped at Edge Hill place rather than
extending to Bank Street because the intersection is part of the Bank
Street Redesign and re-build. The intention is to integrate the Alta Vista
Drive functional design with the Bank Street design.
The section Wesmar to Edgehill cannot be done until the Bank Street
re-build is completed, since sewers there must run south to Bank Street.
If there are delays in re-building Bank Street, then there will be delays
in re-building this section of AVD.

Timeline
The City has started this study and engaged a consultant (Parsons).
The first meeting of the combined Technical and Public Advisory
committee was held on March 19th and there will be two more meetings,
one in April and another in May (to be confirmed).
Current planning calls for an open house to be held in late June 2019
to obtain comments and feedback from all residents. Then the functional
plan will need to be approved by Council.
The public members of the advisory committee include Garry
Lindberg, President, Alta Vista Drive Residents’ Association, Marty
Carr, President, Alta Vista Community Association, a representative
from Rideau Park United Church and representatives from the Alta Vista
Library. Other stakeholders (Faircrest Heights Community Association,
churches, and schools) were invited but did not attend the first meeting.
They are expected to participate in future meetings.

Anything
is possible
if you’ve
got enough
nerve. –
J.K.
Rowling

It was explained that the study did not include the section from
Faircrest to Smyth because it did not make sense to do a functional
study of the Alta Vista and Smyth intersection at this time, since this
intersection was unlikely to be completely re-built for a considerable
period of time and traffic patterns would undoubtedly change by then.
It was explained that the City did not want to re-do the surface features
of any section until it was determined that the underground water and
sewer needed to be replaced. City Staff were comfortable with having
Alta Vista rebuilt in sections as long as all the sections utilized the same
functional design.

How Can You Get Involved?
Sign up for the latest news from the City at www.ottawa.ca/
altavistadrive. Send comments or concerns to the person named on
the site. Be sure to copy AVCA and AVDRA: for AVCA, martycarr@
sympatico.ca; for AVDRA, Garry.Lindberg@sympatico.ca. Watch the
AVCA website and Facebook page for updates.
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A Tale of Two Schools

church’s lot during the morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up times. The
church’s parking lot is a five-minute walk from the school.

By Laurie Mackenzie

“Walking to the play was fun and healthy and good for the environment,”
says Ynez Furlong, Gibeau’s daughter
and a Grade 1 student. “When you’re
walking, your blood is pumping, and I
got to talk to my friend.”

T

he sun’ll come out… as students from Alta Vista Public School walked to
Pleasant Park Public School on Wednesday, April 10, to enjoy a production
of the musical, Annie Jr., which featured the talents of Pleasant Park students
in Grades 5 and 6.
“It’s amazing to see how hard the kids at Pleasant Park have worked,” says
Seline Herz-Fischler, the Grade 2 French-Immersion teacher at Alta Vista who
organized the field trip. “Our students get a lot out of seeing young kids just
above their age put on such a tremendous show.”
Some 200 students, mostly in Grades 1 to 3, ventured out on the walking
field trip to Pleasant Park, which is 2.5 kilometres from Alta Vista. Some
students wondered aloud why they hadn’t taken a bus, but most of the children
chatted with friends, teachers and
parent volunteers while travelling
along the slush-covered sidewalks.
“There are so many benefits to
these walking field trips,” says
Nicole Gibeau, a parent volunteer
with Alta Vista Public School’s
School Travel Planning Committee.
“The students get outside in the fresh
air; it reduces greenhouse gases
and it’s less expensive because the Some 200 students from Alta Vista walked 2.5
kilometres to Pleasant Park – and back!
school doesn’t need to rent a bus.”
Recognizing that not all students are able to walk to school every day, Alta
Vista promotes walking field trips and Walking Wednesdays throughout the
school year, rain or shine. The latter encourages students to walk to school at
least once a week.
The committee also developed the Walk-a-Block program, which encourages
students who are normally driven to school to start their walk within a fiveminute radius of the school. To facilitate this five-minute walk, the school has
an agreement with St. Timothy’s Presbyterian Church to allow parking in the

Churches Prepare to Do the
Dirty Work
“God brings us to restore hope and love.”

By Matt Charbonneau (First run in Spur Ottawa March 28, 2019 –
copied with permission www.spurottawa.com.)

O

ttawa churches are banding
together to respond to disaster.
Following the tornadoes last fall, and
the 2017 flood, local ministries have
partnered to form Respond Ottawa, a
rapid-response task force for both shortand long-term responses to natural
disasters affecting the national capital
region.

“We’re very humbled to be given A team from Sequoia Community
this opportunity to help our city and Church offering free meals to the
community after the tornadoes.
respond to communities with love,” says
Photo courtesy of Sequoia Community
Donna Boisvert, the serve team leader at Church.
Sequoia Community Church. “Our role
will be to serve as an equipper – we are disciples teaching disciples.”
Boisvert and her husband, Mike, are coordinating Respond Ottawa, along
with Pastor Mike Hogeboom and his wife, Julie, of Arlington Woods Free
Methodist Church. To date, the interdenominational project has representation

“The play was really good,” added
Furlong, who noted that her favourite
characters were Sandy, the dog, and
Pepper, one of the orphans.
Almost 50 students in Grades 5
and 6 at Pleasant Park participated in Applause fills the gymnasium as students
Annie Jr., whether on stage or behind from Pleasant Park take a well-earned bow
the scenes. Now a tradition at Pleasant
Park, this year’s production consisted of four daytime shows and one evening
show.
“It’s important to expose kids to music and the arts,” says Kathleen Russell,
the Grade 1 teacher who directed the show for the first time this year. “Sports
are easy to get involved with, but not all children are sporty. They need access
to music and arts, too.”
Russell inherited the tradition of staging musicals at Pleasant Park from
fellow teacher Damay Gagnon. Original choreography was added by Grade
4/5 teacher Françoise Denizé, who has choreographed the shows for the past
eight years.
Annie Jr. runs along the same story line as the original Annie but is designed
with younger performers and audiences in mind. The 60-minute show features
fewer songs, age-appropriate choreography and vocal ranges, and more parts
to include as many students as possible.
With hours of rehearsals that begin in November, inviting students from
schools such as Alta Vista and Vincent Massey Public School provides full
audiences for the performers.
“These schools are in our community, so it brings the community together,”
says Russell. “It’s also great for children to learn to be an audience member
and to see something new. Not all children have access to seeing a play.”
from five groups: One Way Ministries, Love Ottawa, Arlington Woods Free
Methodist Church, Sequoia Community Church, and the Metropolitan Bible
Church.
“The greater Church is far more equipped to work as a team, as compared
to being independent satellites,” adds Boisvert. She adds the primary goal of
Respond Ottawa will be to coordinate disaster relief efforts while training and
equipping local church communities to handle crisis moments effectively.
“When tragedies happen, we need to run to a hurting world. God brings us
to restore hope and love.”
Boisvert says Respond Ottawa will work with City of Ottawa officials and
lean on Samaritan’s Purse, a Christian humanitarian aid organization that
promotes Jesus’ gospel message and shares God’s love by providing emergency
relief programs to communities in need.
Such relief includes providing food, water, clothing, hygiene products,
shelter, and services like debris clean-up and power generation for people
lacking electricity.
“We have the opportunity to give hope,” says Hogeboom, whose church
building and community were directly impacted by the tornadoes last
September. “In many ways, the world can’t do that in the way we know
through Jesus Christ.”
“It’s our desire that we would be able to respond to any need in the region.”
The idea, which began last October, is still in the early stages. Hogeboom
says the Respond Ottawa operation will seek to mobilize volunteers from
churches of multiple denominations across the city.

Church Prepare to Do the Dirty Work, continued on page 33
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Church Prepare to Do the Dirty Work, continued from page 32
“It’s our desire that we would be able
to respond to any need in the region,”
he says. “We have the opportunity to
say, ‘You’re not alone,’ and reach out to
guide and support.”
Respond Ottawa hosted a training
seminar March 23 at Arlington Woods
Free Methodist Church. Hogeboom says
that while they initially anticipated 20
people, about 75 registered. The training Volunteers with Samaritan’s Purse clean
up after the tornadoes. Photo courtesy
was led by the rapid-response team of the of Sequoia Community Church
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association
of Canada and by Samaritan’s Purse.
Boisvert, who has been involved in North American relief projects since
2006, says Respond Ottawa now seeks to build on its calling to facilitate a
unified Christian response to tragedies in the city.
“It’s Kingdom work,” she says. “This world needs hope, [we have hope]
and we need to share that.”

Planting a Stunning Garden for
Flowers from Spring to Fall
By Jay Ladell
(Jay Ladell is an award-winning landscape designer, industry certifiedinstaller, member of Landscape Ontario, Associate Design Manager at Wild
Ridge Landscapes Inc., and owner of Ladell Landscaping & Gardens)

Here are four perennials with really long blooming times. Pincushion flower,
(Scabiosa columbaria) is named for its pale, domed centre cushion with
protruding stamens that resemble pins in a pincushion. It produces profuse
amounts of lavender-blue or pink petals from early spring until late fall.
Many varieties of daylily also bloom for long periods from mid-to-late
summer. Beyond the traditional brilliant oranges and yellows, daylilies come
in every colour from deep wine-red to creamy white. Go out on a limb with
the purple d’oro daylily (Hemerocallis ‘Purple D’Oro’) and enjoy their near
endless summer flowers.
The aptly named sunny border speedwell (Veronica ‘Sunny Border’), has
spikes of deep violet-blue that are in blossom for weeks. For a shady border,
plant one of the many Astilbe varieties admired for their long-blooming,
plume-like flowers. Plant them to create permanent beds under the tree canopy
in moist, shaded areas.
Later into the summer we will find coneflower (Echinacea) and sea holly
(Eryngium) in a full sun garden. Both grow up to a metre in height; Echinacea
blooms range from yellow to magenta, and Eryngium produce a beautiful
spiky lavender-blue flower head. I also highly recommend the pink or orangeflowered butterfly weed (Asclepias incarnata or A. tuberosa) which, as the
name suggests, attract butterflies.
For early fall bloomers, I recommend the trailing stonecrop (sedum sieboldii)
for bright pink, star-shaped, flower clusters. Another early-fall plant is bugbane
(Cimicifuga simplex) with pink or white flowers decorating its long spikes.
Here are three great autumn perennials: the chocolate boneset (Eupatorium
‘Chocolate’) is named for their dark brown leaves which are topped with fuzzy
white flower clusters in the fall. The New England and New York aster (Aster
novae-angliae) and A. novi-belgii cultivars) have deep purple or rose petals
with yellow disc florets at the centre. Stonecrop (Sedum spectable cultivars)
has huge, mauve, flower heads.
Your flowering garden will delight you with three-seasons full of anticipation
and glory. From the time that you see the first blossom emerge through the
melting snow until the autumn frost, your garden will be filled with colour and
beauty.
Send your topic ideas to info@landscapeottawa.com or visit: www.
landscapeottawa.com.

News About CANImmunize
(www.canimmunize.ca)

A carefully planned garden will provide interest all season long.
Photo: Jay Ladell

I

f you dream about having flowers blooming in your garden from spring to
fall, you will be surprised to know how simple it is to have a colourful
showpiece garden. The secret is to select easy to grow perennials.
Carnations and garden pinks are plants that produce perky, pink, red or white
spring flowers. These long-bloomers are sun loving, low growing and look
spectacular when tucked amongst rocks. Try these garden pinks such as the
maiden pinks (Dianthus deltoides), cheddar pinks (D. gratianopolitanus) and
carnations (D. caryophyllus).
Also flowering in spring is the dazzling purple sensation allium (Allium
hollandicum ‘Purple Sensation’). Blossoming from May to June, this flowering
onion adds height to your garden when other plants, such as the hostas, have
not yet completely filled out. Technically a bulb is not a perennial, it reminds
me of a balloon on a stick. The 15-centimetre wide puffballs of violet-purple
florets appear at the top of the tall, 60-90 cm stems.
Peonies (Paeonia) bloom in late spring and early summer in shades ranging
from red to white or yellow. Some peonies delight with scents ranging from
rose to a light citrus. Look for varieties listed as having stiff stems, like the Itoh
hybrids, so that you don’t have to support them with rings and stakes.
In early summer, English lavender (Lavandula angustifolia) features spikes
of aromatic flowers. Plant them on walkways or near your doors so their
fragrance can be enjoyed.

By Amelia Buchanan, Senior Communications Specialist, Ottawa
Hospital Research Institute

V

accine-preventable diseases like measles have been in the news a
lot lately. Your readers may be wondering whether their families
are at risk. Unfortunately, Canada’s paper-based system makes it hard
for parents to keep track of their kids’ immunizations.
CANImmunize is a free digital immunization record that allows
Canadians to securely manage their immunizations. Downloaded over
270,000 times, the application was developed by Dr. Kumanan Wilson’s
team at The Ottawa Hospital to empower Canadians to better manage
their own immunization records.
Ottawa families can even use the app to directly report their children’s
immunizations to Ottawa Public Health once their children are enrolled
in school.
CANImmunize includes vaccine schedules to help parents stay on top
of what vaccines are needed when. The app was recently cited by the
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control as a model for
consumer facing immunization solutions.
You can get a preview of how it works in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PK5W3rYGzo
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C O M M U N I T Y
Perley Rideau Summer Youth Program: The Perley and Rideau Veterans’ Health Centre is
seeking volunteers, aged 13 – 18. See poster on page 30 in this issue of VISTAS. Visit www.
perleyrideau.ca/volunteers for more information.
Chair Yoga: Fridays, 10:30 - 11:30 a.m. until May 31. gently revive flexibility, strength &
balance. $8. Drop-in fee. Classes led by Lynda Spalding, Certified Yoga Instructor/Yoga for
Seniors Instructor. Questions: Contact Lynda, 613-422-3565 or 4livingyoga@gmail.com.
Co-Ed Slo-Pitch Softball. Monday mornings at the RA Centre, Riverside Drive. May to
September. Open to everyone 50 years+. All skill levels. Contact foxball@rogers.com.
Ottawa Humane Society: If you like to bake or make crafts or would like to volunteer at
our events, you can help raise money for the Ottawa Humane Society. Join us at our monthly
business meeting 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. Thursday, May 2 at the animal shelter, 245 West Hunt
Club Rd. (behind Hunt Club Nissan). Refreshments are served and all are welcome. For more
information, call Maureen 613-225-2860 or go to ottawahumane.ca/get-involved/volunteering/
ohs-auxiliary/.
Child Haven International hosts its 34’th Ottawa Annual Fund Raising Dinner, Friday, May
3, 6:00 p.m. at The Hellenic Community Centre, 1315 Prince of Wales Dr. Child Haven,
founded by Bonnie and Fred Cappuccino, operates Homes for over 1,300 children and assists
destitute women and seniors India, Nepal and Bangladesh. It has a child support program in
Tibet in China. For tickets and info, go to www.childhaven.ca or call Child Haven at 1-613-5272829 or Pat Dunphy at 613-745-1743.
Ottawa Humane Society Auxiliary will be selling home baked treats and hand made crafts
at the Mother’s Day Sale Saturday, May 4, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. at the animal shelter 245
West Hunt Club Rd. (behind Hunt Club Nissan). We accept cash, credit or debit. Admission
and parking are free. For more info call Maureen 613-225-2860 or go to facebook.com/
OttawaHumaneSocietyAuxiliary.
Le Chœur gai d’Ottawa Gay Men’s Chorus Presents its Annual Spring Concert “This is
Me” A fun and uplifting celebration of overcoming struggles and challenges to become the
proud, thriving and fabulous members the LGBTQ2+ community that we are today. The concert
takes place on Sunday, May 5 at 3:00 p.m. St. Brigid’s Centre for the Arts, 310 St. Patrick
Street, at the corner of Cumberland Street. A licensed bar will be open during and after the
concert. Tickets are $25 and are available at www.eventbrite.ca. All proceeds benefit Le Chœur
gai d’Ottawa Gay Men’s Chorus, a registered charity.
The “Bells In Spring” Concert, Sun. May 5, 7 p.m: Massed Handbell and Chimes
Concert at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Drive, will feature bell groups
from Emmanuel United, St. Andrew’s Presbyterian, and Trinity Presbyterian, as well as Rideau
Park’s bell choirs. The bell choirs will perform en masse, as well as individual selections. It is
a rite of spring that should not be missed! Free will offering. More information: 613-733-3156
x229.

E V E N T S

Fashion Show Fundraiser in support of the Youville Centre at Shepherds Fashions at Train
Yards (Unit 4) on Tuesday, May 7, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Ticket costs $65 (with a $45 tax
receipt). Call 613-231-5150 ext. 128 or youville-centre/events.
The Annual Alta Vista Perennial Exchange and Plant Sale will take place at the Billings
Estate National Historic Site on Sunday, May 12 (Mother’s Day). The exchange takes place
from 11 a.m. until noon, followed by sale of remaining plants from 12 to 1 p.m. This is an
outdoor event, rain or shine. Proceeds of the sale go to the Alta Vista Community Association.
More information is available at AVCA.ca in the Events section.
The OK Clean Water Project will host its annual Fundraiser at Shepherd’s Fashions 145
Trainyards Drive on Monday, May 13 from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. Come out for an evening of
shopping for the latest spring and summer fashions in support of a water project in Cameroon
and enjoy some delicious light refreshments as well. Shepherd’s will donate 10% of purchased
items to OK Clean Water. Tickets at $50 each with a tax receipt of $30 available from horanc@
sympatico.ca or 613-737-3681.
Ottawa South Women’s Connection: Thursday, May 16, 9:30-11:00 a.m. 3280 Leitrim
Rd. (Fred Barrett). SUPPER WORKS - Alison Kelly Quesnel. Shirley Brown’s faith story:
“Seasons of My Life”. Singer: Jewel Beysey. Admission: $6.00 Info. 613 801-8758 Door prizes
and refreshments. RSVP Ministries next event: Thurs. June 13. Women Connecting with God,
Each Other, Their Community
Ottawa Women’s Canadian Club, 12:30 p.m., Thursday May 16. Speaker, Jeff Westeinda of
the Zibi Project. Fairmont Chateau Laurier in the Adam Room. For information and/or tickets,
please contact Judy Paré at 613-523-0098 or judy2006@sympatico.ca.
Harmony Club for Seniors 60+ meets on Wed. May 29 at Rideau Park United Church,
2203 Alta Vista Dr. From 1-2 p.m., John and Carolyn Scollick will entertain you with a talk
about their recent trip to Alaska. All seniors are welcome. The Club is run by volunteers. This is
the last meeting of the season. More information: 613-733-3156 x229.
Ottawa Humane Society Auxiliary will be selling plants, original crafts, homemade baked
goods and jewelry/what nots at the Spring Sale on Saturday, June 1st, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
animal shelter 245 West Hunt Club Rd. (behind Hunt Club Nissan). We accept cash, credit
or debit. Admission and parking are free. For more info call Maureen 613-225-2860 or go to
facebook.com/OttawaHumaneSocietyAuxiliary.
Hereditary Hemochromatosis Awareness Seminar: Do you suffer from extreme fatigue,
aching joints, arthritis in the hands and changing skin colour? These are just a few of the symptoms
related to Hereditary Hemochromatosis. On Wednesday, June 5 at 7 p.m., join the Canadian
Hemochromatosis Society at the Alta Vista Public Library (2516 Alta Vista Drive) for a free
awareness seminar about Hereditary Hemochromatosis. The seminar will discuss symptoms,
genetics and treatment. For more information or to register for the event visit: https://www.
eventbrite.com/e/hereditary-hemochromatosis-awareness-seminar-tickets-60226931373.
Fletcher Wildlife Garden Annual Native Plant Sale Saturday, 1 June, 9:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. Location: Fletcher Wildlife Garden Interpretive Centre. Volunteers will be on hand
to show you where to park. (Fletcher Wildlife Garden: Prince of Wales Drive, south of the
Aboretum) GUEST VENDOR this year will be Beaux Arbres Nursery (https://beauxarbres.
ca/).
Get Set for Summer With Fashions: Women’s fashion designer, Judy Joannou, will introduce
summer styles on Sunday, June 2, beginning at 2 p.m. at Emmanuel United Church,
691 Smyth Rd. There will be a pop-up shop with clothes and accessories while dessert and
beverages are served. Tickets are $20 and are available through the church office at 613733-0437. Advance tickets only!!!
Ottawa Humane Society: You can help raise money for the animals at the Ottawa Humane
Society. Find out more by joining us at our monthly business meeting 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. on
Thursday, June 6, at the animal shelter, 245 West Hunt Club Rd. (behind Hunt Club
Nissan). Refreshments are served and all are welcome. For more information, call Maureen
613-225-2860 or go to ottawahumane.ca/get-involved/volunteering/ohs-auxiliary/.
BBQ Chicken Dinner – Thursday, June 6, 5 – 6:30 p.m. at St. Aidan’s Anglican Church,
934 Hamlet Rd. (behind the Elmvale Shopping Centre ). Enjoy a bbq chicken dinner with lots
of delicious salads. Tickets $14 for adults ,$7 for children 6-12 and free for children under 6.
Tickets must be purchased in advance and are available at the church or by calling 613-7330102 or staidans@bellnet.ca.
Frankenstein, The Opera 2019 Come in support of Andrew Ager’s opera. Friday, June 7 at
7 p.m. at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Drive. This will be an evening of
wine, refreshments, and door prizes including “Dinner with the Monster”! $20 Cover Charge or
admission by purchase of ticket for the performance on Oct 31/Nov 1 at Dominion Chalmers.
Free admission for ticketholders – Tickets available at EVENTBRITE.CA (type Frankenstein,
Ottawa) 10742368 CANADA INC. PRODUCTIONS)
Annual Parking Lot Sale & BBQ, Saturday, June 8, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at St. Thomas the
Apostle Anglican Church, 2345 Alta Vista Drive (beside Fire station). Call Jim at 613-5232487 to reserve a spot with a table for $20.
Register NOW for Camp Awesome 2019, August 19 - 23: Week-long Christian day camp
takes place at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Drive, and serves children aged
4-12 years. Led by trained staff, activities include games, crafts, drama, singing, water fun and
learning about important topics. Camp runs each day, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Children bring their own
lunch. Registration $80 on or before June 16, and $90 after June 16. Optional childcare
available each day before and after the Camp for a fee. To register online, click on Camp
Awesome on the home page of the church website, www.rideaupark.ca and follow the links.

Only I can change my life. No one else can do it for me
– Carol Burnett
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C L A S S I F I E D

A D S

BRENNAN BROTHERS LTD. Finish Basements, Bathrooms,
Kitchens, Drywall, Painting, all flooring, all roofing, repairs, doors &
windows, decks, build houses . We do stipple ceilings and repair them.
10% Spring discount Free estimates, guaranteed workmanship 613-7336336.
CLEANING – MATURE EUROPEAN LADY willing to clean your home.
Excellent references. Police check. Please call 613-249-8445.
HANDYMAN DAN . $25 Hourly rate. Please call 613-501-7761 or

SPRING THINGS – CRYPTOFAMILY

This puzzle is a direct letter for letter substitution.
Figure out what letter is substituted for “e”
and work from there to solve this list of words
having to do with spring things.
1. F W B M S J O Y Q D

email handymandan77@yahoo.com

2. B A V Z H P S O B Z C Q V

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, carpentry, drywall, electric repair. Kitchen,
bathroom, renovation, tile work. Excellent references.

3. O A X O M Z X S

Police check. No HST. Please call Peter at 613-797-9905 or 613-249-8445.

4. V Z N M B U Q L G S B

JAMIE NININGER Alta Vista native. Painting, (interior/ exterior) plumbing,
decks, patios, flooring (ceramic, wood, laminate) playrooms, vanities, faucets,
countertops, etc. Call 613-852-8511 or 613-733-1951.
LAWNMOWER / SNOWBLOWER TUNEUPS / REPAIRS. Mobile
service; we come to you. Lawnmower tuneup $79.95. Tuneup for snowblower
$94.95 plus parts, tax and $20 service charge. City-wide service. 613-7472281.
MODESTI MASONRY established in 1965. Chimney re-pointing, parging,
flagstone, all masonry needs. Our reputation is quality.
613-293-6002.
PAINTING, 20 years experience. All types of plastering, painting interior/
exterior residential & commercial, free estimates. We do stipple ceilings and
repair them. 15% Spring discount 2 year warranty on workmanship. 613733-6336.

5. O H J Z X N L V S Q X Z X N
6. L D L V Z X N
7. V W X N I S S G S X Y
8. R V W O O W F O
9. F Q D P V W I S J O
10. R S Q A B Z P A V

From there to
here, and here
to there, funny
things are
everywhere –
Dr. Seuss
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